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Young Wild West and the Prairie Pearl
-OR-

THE MYSTERY OF NO IVlAN'S RANCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
-----·- - - - - - - - - -

CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST llfEETS THE PRA.l!UE PE.An!,

Crack!
The sharp report of a Winchester rifle rang out. on the still
morning air; then there came the sound of a heavy body fallin1, and the next instant. a dashing young fellow attired in
a b11ckskin hunting suit emerged from a clump of bushes anct
started toward a big oak tree.
Ile never stopped till he reached the foot of the tree,. and
then he stood looking at the quivering carcass of a huge mountain lion that had been perched on a limb of the tree in the
a<'t of springing upon a magnificent sorrel stallion that was
grazing within a few feet of the trunk of the tree.
That one shot had cut short the life of the dangerous animal, and the horse had been saved from being torn and perhr.ps killed.
"Spitfire, old fellow, that was a close call you had,'' said
the boy-for he could scarcely be called else. "If I had not
got back just as I did that catarnount would have made short
work of you. Never mind, now!" and he rubbed the nose
o[ the intelligent animal with one hand and patted his handsc-rne arched neck with the other.
The boy was no other than Young Wild West, the famous
young dead-shot of the West, who was commonly known as
the Prince of the Saddle.
It was a cool day in the fall of the year, and Young Wild
West had been searching for two hours to find his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
·
They werE: making a trip on hoi;seback from Roaring Ranch
to Cheyenne, and had completed about one-third of the distanee when we find our hero in the act of saving his faithful
steed from the fury of the mountain lion.
Ile had parted from his two companions about two hours
before; they having branched out to the right and left in
r,e1rch o[ game, with the understanding that they were to
meet on the bank of the Medicine Bow river about the middle
of the afternoon.
As Young Wild West had proceeded in an almost direct
course, he had covered the distance quicker than his companions could.
The river was less than a mile away, and when the boy
had skinned the lion he rolled it up and tied it to the pommel
of his saddle, where half a dozen pheasants hung in a bunch
already fastened, and, mounting his horse, rode slowly toward
the glimmering water that flowed snake-fashion over the
prairie.
.,
The boy and the horse made a true picture of Western life
as thay rode off.

Young Wild West had the form of an Apollo and liis handsome face anu flowing chestnut hair, together with the ease
and grace with which he sat in the saddle, marked him as
being far above the average young Westerner.
The horse he rode had been tamed by himself, and the animal was yet to be beaten in a race.
Young Wild West loved the sorrel stallion as much as a
human being could love a faithful and intelligent animal, and
the steed understood and returned it in his own equine way.
With the rifle resting in the hollow of his left arm, he rode
from the little island of trees and shrubbery that dotted the
prairie just there and pursued his way over the withered
brown grass that had succumbed to the frosty nights and here
and there barely covered the patches of green which seemed
bound to show themselves.
'
Wild had given up all idea of hunting any more that day,
and he was simply looking fo r a good place to camp on the,
bank of the rive-, for they had been on the go since early
morning and their horses needed rest, as well as themselves.
That was the main reason the boy had taken the direct
course while his companions were supplying tlJ,emselves with
game.
When they c:ame up they expected to find him waiting for
them with the camp in shipshape order and a fire blazing to
make it look homelike ..
It was shortly arter three o'clock by the boy's watch when
he found just the place he thought would answer their purpose for a camping ground.
It was in a tiny grove of cottonwoods on the left bank of
the sluggish stream.
On the bank that sloped to the south Wild found plenty of
grass that was still green, and he soon had his horse tied with
a lariat so he could nibble away at it, or rest, as he chose.
Then he started in to gather dry wood for a fire, and as
there was plenty of it lying around, he soon accomplished
this.
While he s'tood figuring on what he should do next, the
sounds of approaching hoofs came to his ears.
As the sounds came from a direction contrary from that he
expected his partners to come from, he was instantly all attention.
Running to · the edge hf the trees, he discerned a horse and
rider heading straight for the clump of cottonwoods.
There was nothing so very remarkable in this, only that the
rider was a female.
She could not have been a month over sixteen, and though
she was some distance away, our hero could see that she
was quite pretty and possessed a fine figure.
Si~e rode the spirited bay horse she was on with no little
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skill, and Wild at once concluded that she was a true Western
girl.
The gi~I saw him almost the instant he stepped from the
trees, but she did not seem to be the least bit surprised.
"I wonder who she can be?" thought the boy. "She must
have seen me from the distance. It seems rather strange to
,meet a girl here alone, with nothing but the broad prairie
and the river and a few. trees in sight. Well, I will soon learn,
for here she comes like a shot."
The fair rider had put on a burst of speed, and a few seconds
•later she pulled up in front of Young Wild West. ·
"Hello, young fellow!" she called out rather familiarly.
"What brings you around here?"
"I am traveling on horseback for Cheyenne," replied the boy,
mot a little amused at her rough-and-ready way. "Now, I
lmight ask you what you are doing around here alone?"
"Me? Oh! I'm liable to be found anywhere in these parts.
T live the most of my time on the prairie. I'm Rustling Nell,
sometimes called the Prairie Pearl.
eve!' heard of me?"
·'No, I can't say I have. Do you live far from. here?"
"See here, young fellow! It strikes me that you are getting
quite impertinent, for a stranger. Who in the dickens are
you, anyway?"
"I go by the name of Young Wild West."
"You do, hey? Well, I reckon I have heard of you. You're
a sort. of rustler, ain't you?"
"I don·t know about that part of it. I am pretty well known
throughout the West, and I don't believe there are many who
have a hard word to say about me."
"So I've heard Sl\Y·· Well, now I guess I can answer your
question. I do live around here. I live on my old man's
ranch which is located about four miles the other side of that
ridge 'over there. I'm on my way to the store in Markdown
which is just beyond that timber strip the other side of th~
lr iver. Now, I guess you know about enough of me. I just
1saw you come up to the cottonwoods here, and I thought I'd
ride over and see what you looked like. Good day, Young
Wild West. Just look out for yourself and don't get too close
to No Man's Ranch, or the goblins will get you!"
Saying this, the girl wheeled her horse around and galloped
1away, leaving our hero about as much astonished at' he had
been in a long time.
"Rustling Nell, the Prairie Pearl, eh?" he mused. "Well,
must say that she appears to be the kind of girl who can take
1care of herself in times of danger. So there is a settlement
1not far from here, too? Well, I don't know but that we had
!better push on to it as soon as Charlie and Jim show up. We
have had quite a lot of camping-out lately, and it might be
an agreeable change to put up at a hotel for a night or two."
Ife put the match-box he had drawn from his pocket for
the purpose of lighting a fire back, deciding to wait till his
!partners showed up, and then push on to the village of Markdown.
In a little more than half an hour he saw one of them coming.
It was Cheyenne Charlie. His tall, straight form showed
up in military style on the back of his horse, and the dark,
rsiJky beard he wore could be plainly seen in the distance.
Wild walked out where he could see him and waved his
hand.
Then the scout answered it and put on extra speed.
It was about this time that our hero suddenly heard a call
off to the right.
Looking in that direction, he observed Jim Dart coming.
"It is rather queer that they should show up both at the
same {ime, and coming over different routes, too," he mused.
"Both have got plenty of game with them, too. They have
beaten me on that score, I guess."
In less than two minutes both his friends had reached him.
'· Here's two hams from a bear I plugged through ther eye,"
said Cheyenne Charlie, as he let the meat drop upon the grass.
"And here's a co uple of haunches of venison," added Jim
Dart; "and also a brace of prairie hens."
"Well, you both did better than I a.id," answered Wild. "I
struck a bunch of pheasants and got a few of them, and then
I was forced to shoot something that is not good to eat. There's
his body rolled up over there."
·
"A <'atamount!" exclaimed tlle scout. "Was he showin' fight
when you plugged him, Wild?"
"Not to me. He was just going to leap on the back of
Spitfire and chew him up when I saw him. I brought him
down quickly enough then."
"I bet you did, Wild!" and Dart's face shone out in admiration for his chum.

The two boys were about of an age and had been as close
as brothers since they had met a few months before at a
settlement near Fort Bridger.
They would have' resembled each a great deal, too, if it were
not for the fact that Jim Dart wore his hair short.
Like Jim, Cheyenne Charlie put the greatest confidence in
1Young Wild West and invariably waited for him to tell him
what to do.
He was an experienced scout and Indian trailer, too, and
he was Wild's senior by at least ten years.
But that made no difference.
Wild seldom made a mistake.
He was as cool and courageous as any man who had ever
placed the butt of a rifle to his shoulder, and this, added to
the fact that he never missed when he pulled a trigger, made
him a person to be respected and looked up to.
"Ain't it about time we had a fire started-I see you've got
it all ready to light?" asked Charlie, as he pointed to the heap
of dry brushwood.
"I thought I would wait for you fellows to get h ere," was
the rejoinder. "I thought perhaps you wouldn't want to start
a fire here."
"Why, how is that?" queried Jim Dart.
"There is a settlement just the other side of that timber
strip over there."
"A settlement!" echoed Cheyenne Charlie. "Well, it must
be a new one, then. I was all through this part of the country
a little over a year ago, an' there wasn't any signs of anything like a settlement to be seen. There were quite a few
bu_~flers here, whic!1 is somethin'. I d?,n't _see ~ow.""
,
T~e settlement 1s there, all ri~ht, said Wild.
I_ haven t
seen 1t, but I was told so a few mmutes ago by Rustlmg Nell,
the Prairie Pearl."
"Prairie Pearl! Who in blazes is she?"
.
.
"That i~ a~ I can tell you, except tha~ she 1s a downnght
W~stern girl_ m every sens,? of the wo~d.
"I should llke to see her, ventured Jim Dart.
.
Let us ride over to the settlement, then. She Just got out
of sight behind the timber as you fellows came up."
After a short ?Onsultation they decid~d to go over to the
settlement, and 1f ther~ was no convement hotel to put up
at they would form their camp there.

CHAPTER II.
.A BULLY IS TAUGHT .A I.ESSON

The three got their belongings together and at once set out
to reach the settlement.
According to what the girl had told Wild, they judged that
it was not more than three miles distant.
As they rode along our hero told his two pards just what
the Prairie Pearl had told him.
The part about No Man's Ranch interested Charlie the most.
"She said you'd better look out an' not git too close to
No Man's Ranch, or ther goblins would git you, did she? I
wonder whero this No Man's Ranch is. It certainly are a
queer name for a ranch. No Man's, hey? 'Gordin' to that
there ain't no one as lives there."
" Not necessarily," remarked Jim. "If you should go by the
name, it would mean that no man owned it. A woman could,
in that case, don't you see?"
"That might be, but I don't think that's what she meant,
do you, Wild?"
"Well, I can't say as I have an id ea exactly what she
meant," replied our hero. "She might have just said that in
her harum-scarum way, you know."
They had rE!ached the woods by this time, and, taking the
trail the girl had fo]!owed, Wild led his partners on till they
came out on the other side.
Sure enough, a little settlement o[ perhaps thirty roughlybuilt houses was before them.
And the distance was Jess than n mile.
Our three friends rode right on t ill they reached the heart
of the village.
There was the usual supply store, and near by was a log
building with a sign signifying it was a hotel.
The houses were not very close together, as each of them
sat on a large plot of land that was tilled by the owners.
Our friends came to a halt in front of the supply store, and
just then the Pri;lririe P earl came out.
She looked up with smile when she saw ·wild, and, waving
-Iler hand, called out:

YOUNG \VILD WEST AXD THE PRAIRIE PEARL.
"Hello, Young Wild We!>t! So you've got your two friends
with you, have you? Well, they do Se1)m all right, I must say.
You're the best lookin' in the bunch, though. Goin' to stop
here in :'.l'farkclown overnight?"
She rattled this off so fast that Jim Dart was amazed, while
Cheyenne Charlie simply grinned.
"She's all right,"' the scout. said in a whisper to Dart. "I'll
bet she kin ride a horse an' shoot as good a a mun."
The storekeeper and two or three loungers now came out.
and they stood then• staring at the new, arrivals.
"I reckon I don't want to buy any pelts," tile storekeeper·
ventured, as he noticed the skin of the mountain lion Wild
hail with him.
"That makes it all right, then," retorted the boy. "We don't
want to sell any."
··Oh! "
"Seems to be putty soon fur a chap of his age, don't he,
Hag0;nan? ,. spoke up the biggest of the three loungers on the
stoop.
He was a raw-boned, powerful-looking fellow, big enough to
.:ope with an ox.
But when he r ,~ferred to Young Wild West in a sarcastic
manner he was making a mistake, though he, of course, was
not aware of it.
" 'ee here. my friend," said iYild, looking him squarely in
the face, "I don·t thiuk it necessary for you to talk that way.
H you have an idea that I am pretty soon, I would advise
you to keep it to yourself till I have gone out of your hearing."
'·Wha-a-at!" gn.sped the fellow, liftipg his chin in astonishment. "Are you talkin' to me, you11g feller?"
"r certainly am.. "
"Look out )"OU don't rile me, then; •cause if you do, there'll
be trouble, an' I hate to hurt a boy."
"Don't you hesitate a minute, my friend. I am a boy, 1'11
own, but don't you have any foolish idea of hurting me. r
have met such big bluffers as you b~fore."
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before the whole crowd. Get up on your feet or I'll hit you
while you are down! Get up, I say!"
Probably twenty or thirty men had gatnercd by this time,
and they looked on in amazement as Lank Forbes, the bully
of the settlement, was knocked down by ·a mere boy.
But when they heard what Wild said to him after kicking
the shooter out of his hand they eagerly waited to see the outcome of the affair.
There was not one in the crowd who thought of taking the
man·s part.
They enjoyed seeing bim get a thrashing.
Probabl:l' the -most interested spectator of the lot was the
girl who ha.cl said she was Rustling Nell, the Prairie Pearl.
Her face fairly beamed with joy when she saw how the
bully was getting knocked about.
·
Forbes sat still on the ground for a space of a second p.fter
the revolver bad been kicked from bis hand.
Then a savage growl escaped his lips and he leaped to his
feet.
He was no sooner in an upright position than he grabbed
a wicked looking knife from bis belt and rushed upon Wild.
But with a calm smile playing aQout his features the boy
stepped nimbly aside and, putting out his foot, tripped the
man.
Flat upon his stomach he fell, the knife falling from his
band.
With the agility of a squirrel Wild foil upon him, and, grabbing him by the collar of his shirt, pulled him to his feet with
such force as to nearly choke him.
Then he began slapping him with his open band, first on
one side of the head, then on the other.
The blows were not gentle ones, either, and soon the big
bully was !\owling like a whipped schoolboy.
"Are you going to be good?" asked our hero. "Are you
going to behave yourself, you big blubbering coward!"
''I'll kill you for this!" shrieked the enraged man, who
seemed helpless to defend himself.
"You will, eh? Take that, then!" and, catching him over
The men on the store stoop acted as though the building his hip suddenly, Wild sent him whirling over as though he
.vas about ~o fall on them_.
.
had been a bio- bundle of rags.
It was evident that the big man _was a s~rt ~f a bully arou nd
He struck the ground on his head and shoulders with such
there. and the fac~ of a boy talk1ng to him m that way was force as to rende!" him temporarily un conscious.
a wonderful surprise to them.
[ 'l'hen for the first time the dashing boy looked around at the
"See here, you, Lank Forbes!" exclaimed the Prairie Pearl, crowd.
who had been waiting at the side of her horse listening to
"He isn't such a dangerous fellow, after all, is he?'" he obthe conversation, "just you let that young fellow alone, do
served when his eyes fell upon the storekeeper.
you hear!"
•·waal, no!" was the reply. "He ain't no more'n a baby in
"Don't stop him, miss," said Wild, smiling as though he
was enjoying it thoroughly, which he was. "If he wants to your hands, young feller. You must be a regular prizefighter,
bother with me just let him go ahead. I have met so many I reckon."
"Oh, no! I am not a prizefighter. I am pretty strong and
big bluffers that I am used to them. If he tackles me, I might
active, and I have a way of keepin~ cool, that's all. The keepfool him . Anyhow, I am certain that I ·won't get hurt."
At this the bully jumped down from the stoop, and as Wild ing cool part of it is best, I think. If I had done the right
thing I should have shot the man when he first attacked me.
saw him coming he quickly slipped out of the saddle.
He met the fellow half way, too, and as a pair of long arm$ But I didn't feel like doing it just then. Now he is coming to;
·
shot out to grab him, he stepped nimbly aside and dealt the just hear him promise to be good!"
Lank Forbes at that moment got upon his elbow and stared
big bluffer a stinging blow on the ear.
around in a dazed sort of way.
He staggered back in a dazed sort of a way and held onto
'·W;ill, how do you feel now?''. asked otlr hero, as he stepped
his car as thou gh he wanted to know if it was.still there.
over to him. "Are you going to promise me to be good."
·'Who-who clone that?" he cried in a rage.
There was no reply, but the man slowly arose to his_ feet
Youni; Wild WPst was now just in the right humor for hiJ]l. and started to walk away.
"I rlid it, you big fool! " he answered. "I am going to do
'·Hold on!" cried Wild, springing forward and seizing him
some more of the same kind of work, too. I am going to give by the arm. "I want you to tell me that you are going to
yon the worst thrashing you ever had, and if you dare draw behave yourself in the future-tell it to me so every one can
a gun on me I'll drop you dead in your tracks!"
hear it, too."
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" cried the Prairie Pearl.
"All right, then, I'll behave myself in ther future; I'll be
"Gee!
But I guess he knows his business. Lick him good, good."
my boy! Lick him within an inch of his life! He's no good,
This was said in a rather low tone, but they all heard it,
anyhow. and he's got most everybody around here afraid of though, and then a burst of cheering and laughter went up.
him. That's it!"
The fellow slunk away, and from that moment he lost his
The last remark referred to a punch that Lank Forbes, as prestige in the settlement.
she called him, got on the end of his nose.
·
But he was Young Wild West's mortal enemy, just the same.
Wild saw that he could whip the man with the greatest ease,
"Hooray!" cried the Prairie Pearl, as she mounted her waitand he was just angered enough to do it.
ing horse. "Young Wild '\Vest, you're a regular cyclone. I'm
But he was in no hurry about it, for all that.
goin' home now an' tell dad about you. Good-by!"
Biff!
"Good-by!" answered Wild, lifting his hat.
This time he hit him on the chin with a left swing and the
As she rode away he turned to the storekeeper ahd said:
bully landed on his back in the road.
"Can we get accommodations in this town ~o stay overAs the fallen man struggled to a sitting posture he drew his night?"
·
revolver.
"I don't think you kin git beds at ther hotel; it's full now.
Bnt Wild kicked it out of his hand before he coulcl rais(l it. But I'll tell you what you kin do."
"I ought to shoot you for that," be said, calmly, "but I
'"what's that?"
.
won't. I am going to maim you promise to behave yourself
"You see that shanty over there with ther door painted
in the future, though, and I am going to make you do it right brown?.'
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voices made it seem as though there was an animated discussion going on.
Almost the first person Wild saw was the man he had
thrashed that afternoon.
· It was he who was doing the most of the talking, too, and
our hero motioned to Charlie to come over to the other side
of the room so they would not be noticed by l;lim.
Lank Forbes had recovered pretty well from the rough handling he had received at the hands of our hero, and as he had
been imbibing considerable whisky since then, he was just
in the humor for alniost anything.
The fact -0f it was that he wai, trying to make himself solid
with the men again by declaring that he had been taken suddenly sick just as he undertook to give the boy a thrashing.
"You all know me putty well, I guess," he was saying. "I
reckon there ain't a man around this part of ther country
that kin make me take water-not if I'm right, anyhow."
"You must have been taken putty bad to let that young feller knock you around like he did," retorted the man behind the
bar, who had noticed Wild when he came in, and he winked
at him as he made the remark,
"I reckon I was. I have h~ them spells afore, you know.
An awful feeling of dizziness come over me jest as I was goin'
to eat him. 'l'hat upset me so that I couldn't do a tning. I'd
give ten dollars if that boy would jest step up in front of me
now. I'd jest give him sich a wallopin' that he'd never forgit
it to his dyin' day. Oh, if he'd only show up just about now!"
"Well, here I am, you big bluffer!"
It was Wild who said this, and he sprang right before the
man as he did so.
If some one had hit Lank Forbes on the top of the head
with a club he could not have come any nearer to dropping
to the floor.
"Come!" said our hero, sternly, "just hand over that ten
dollars, and be quick about it! "
''I-I-," stammered the bully.
" He's gettin' one of his spells ag'in," sp.o ke up Cheyenne
Charlie, grinning in his enjoyment of the scene.
A laugh went up at this.
"Come! Put that ten dollars on the bar?' cried Wild, speakCHAPTER III.
ing in a severe tone, as though he was trying to make a child
obey him. "Put it right out on the bar, now, and be quic:k
A LITTLE EXCITEMENT AT THE SETTLEMENT.
about it!"
The bully now began to shake as though he had the ague,
• When Jim Dart got back to the shanty the first thing he
the bystanders nearly all thought about half of it was
though
No
about
him
told
had
spoke about was what the storekeeper
·
put on.
Man's Ranch.
He slipped his h:1-nd into his pocket and drew forth a bag
Cheyenne Q.harlie showed much interest and Wild began to
that was well filled' with money.
grow a trifle curious.
With trembling fingers he produced a ten dollar bill from
"We've got to pay a visit to that place, I reckon," said the
· scout. "Though,." and he shook his head, "I don't like to the bag."
"Thar it is," he said huskily. "I'll keep my word, Young
interfere with ghosts or goblins, or such like."
glad to see you, an' I hope you won't take
"I guess you have had it proved to you pretty strongly that Wild West. I'm
'cause I've got one of my sick spells on me,
no such things as ghosts or goblins exist, outside of imagina- advantage of me,
hand to make a fight ..,
tion," retorted Wild. "You may depend upon it that if there an' can't lift a laughed
our hero. "Now, seeing that you have
"All right!"
is anything weird or peculiar about No Man's Ranch it is
give this to the landlord to treat
caused by the living, and not by the spirits of the departed. got plenty of money, we'll
you have got in the
Just to prove it to you over again, Charlie, I'll undertake to the crowd with. Mine is the best cigar
landlord."
house,
to
get
to
hurry
particular
no
in
are
We
thing.
the
investigate
"All right, sir," and the man behind the bar scooped in the
Cheyenne City, so I guess we can stay around this part of the
and placed it in the drawer.
bill
so."
or
days
of
couple
a
for
country
Then everybody smoked and drank, while Lank Forbes, to
"Sure we can!" exclaimed Jim Dart. ''This seems to be
quite an interesting place, anyhow. We've got a genuine West- carry out the plea of sickness, hobbled into the back room and
ern bully here and one of the real strenuous border girls, not sank into a chair.
There was much jollification in the bar-room after that, but
to speak of a ranch that has a sort of a mystery attached
the bully took no part in it whatever.
to It."
He was done for, so long as Young Wild West remained in
While the three talkecl over the matter they were preparing
a meal for themselves, and when it was ready they ate heartily. the place.
Our hero found the landlord to be a pretty decent sort of a
There was water near by, so they did not have to carry it to
their horses, but simply tied them with lariats so they could fel low, and when he got the opportunity he brought up the
subject of the ranch that was said to have :i, mystery attached
help themselves.
After supper Wild and Charlie took a stroll around the set- to it.
tlement, leaving Jim in charge of their temporary quarters.
" 'Tain't as bad as what ther storekeeper said," remarked
Our hero wanted to hear something more about No Man's the proprietor of the hotel. "It is a fact, though, that one
Ranch.
or two travelers have stopped there an' never been known to
He knew that the bar of the hotel w'ould be the place to leave ther place ag'in. Afore this settlement was here No
hear an· sorts of gossip, so after they had walked around a Man's Ranch used to be a sort of stoppin' place fur travelers
as was goin' along ther trail. I've heard stories about murders
bit he led the way to it.
As it was in the fall of the year, the nights were quite bein' done there, an' all like that, but there's never been anychilly, so the door of the bar-room was closed when they went thing, to my mind, to prove these things. One thing, though,
there's been ghosts seen around there after dark, an' that,
up on the stoop.
Wild opened it and saw that there was a pretty good as- if anything, would make me think that there might have been
murders committed there at some time or other.··
sen:blage inside.
"That's so," answered Wild, deciding to let the superstitious
The air was thick with tobacco smoke, and the hum of many
"Yes."

"Well, that belongs to me, an' it's empty. You're welcome
to stop in it overnight, an' you won't be charged a cent for
ther privilege. There's a hearth there, so you kin cook your
.
own gru Jl in good shape."
"What do you think about it, boys? Shall we stay?" asked
Wild, turning to Charlie and Jim, who had remained seated
on their horses, with their arms folded while the excitement
was in progress.
"I reckon we may as well stay here till mornin'," answered
the scout. "It are putty near night now, an' there's no need
of pitchin' a camp somewhere when we kin have a house."
"I agree with Charlie," said Jim. "It strikes me that it is
going to rain before morning, too, and it is better to be under
a roof when it rains than to be out in a camp."
"Well, stay it is, then. We accept your offer, sir," and the
boy turned to the storekeeper.
Without any further ado they rode over to the shanty and
found the door unlocked.
The building was a two-roomed one, and was in pretty good
shape.
In a few minutes they ,were taking things easy and getting
ready for supper.
There were one or two little needed articles to be purchased
from the store, so Jim Dart went over to get them.
The storekeeper was very pleasant and wanted to chat with
him, so after he had asked about a dozen questions, Jim
thought he would ask him one.
"Do you know of a place called No Man's Ranch anywhere
around here?" he queried.
"I reckon I do," was the reply. "It's about nine miles from
here. But I reckon you fellers don't want to bother around
no sich place as that is."
"Why, is there anything wrong about the ranch?"
"I should say there was, young feller. No one that has went
there in ther last three months has been seen ag'in! There's
an awful mystery about that place."
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man have his own way about it. "There is no one living at
the ranch at all, then?"
"No! It is about tumblin' down, fur the most part. There's
some cattle which hangs around there, though, an' when any
one sees 'em out on ther prairie any distance from ther ranch
buildin's, they always go fur ther brolcen cattle pen as though
old Satan was after 'em."
·'It is a wonder that some thief has not ventured thJre to
lasso the cattle and make off with them."
"One feller did since this settlement has been here. He
was found three days after at ther side of ther trail with his
insides pretty well torn out of him from ther horns of a bull.
He"d managed to crawl that fur, you see, an' then b.e died. I
guess it would be a putty darin' thief that would go there to
touch them cattle, if they !mowed what kind of a place it was."
"But those that didn't know what kind of a place it was;
they could go there and take the cattle, If they went at it in
the right way."
"Mebbe they could," and the landlord shook his head. "Mebbe
they could, but they haven't yet. "
"Well," said Wild, when the man had told him a lot more
similar incidents about the ranch, "I am just interested
enough in No Man's Ranch to make a trip there and take a
look through the house and buildings."
"I wouldn't do that, if I was you."
"Nonsense! There are no such things as ghosts, and you
ought to know that. The fact of the ranch being deserted and
that there are a lot of wild cows and bulls hanging around it
all the time does not signify anything."
"Mebbe it don't, but how about ther travelers what stopped
there when there was some one livin' there? They never was
seen after that, you know. How about them?"
"You are getting back to the ghost part of it again," replied
Wild, with a smile. "Well, be it as it may, I am going to pay
a visit to No Man's Ranch to-morrow."
"If you come back alive I will be surprised," and the landlord shook his head solemnly.
"I'll come back all right; don't worry about that part of it."
"Are your two pards goin' with you?"
"Of course."
"They ain't afraid of ghosts an' goblins, either, then?"
"I guess not. Charlie, here, is a bit superstitious, but he
is not afraid to venture into a haunted house."
"I reckon I ain't afraid," spoke up the scout. "Any place
Young Wild West leads I will go!"
Having learned all he could-which certainly was not a
great deal-Wild and Charlie went back to the shanty.
Jim had grown tired of waiting for them and was pacing
back and forth in front of the door.
He did not say a word till they got inside the building.
"There have been three fellows sneaking around near our
horses,·· he said. "I have been watching them for some time.
Once I was almost tempted to shoot, but I did not know but it
might have been mere curiosity that drew them there, so I
thought I would wait till you came back.
"They are outside now, just behind that thick clump of
bushes in tbe rear of the shanty."
··Good enough!" exclaimed Wild. "I will take a walk out
to ~ee to the horses, and when i start to come back I will run
right into that dump of bushes, as if it was an accident. Then
we will find out what they are sneaking around for."
He did not wait an instant, but started out toward the
hor3es, whistling a tune, as though he was simply going to
sec them before turning in for the night.
He patted Spitfire on the nose and spoke to him, and then
headed straight for the clump of bushes Jim had spoken of.
The next moment he almost fell over three men, who were
crouched on the ground in the darkne s.
But he was quite ready for them, for with a revolver in
either hand. he exclaimed:
"Get up, you sneaking rascals! Get up, or I'll pour some
hot lead into you!"
"Don't shoot!" answered one of them. "We ain't here fur
no harm. We're strangers in this place, without any money,
an' we thought we'd stay here all night in these bushes."
"You did, eh?" retorted Wild. "Well, there is no need of
you sleeping out in the frosty air; just come with me. Look
out you don't touch your shooters, for if you do it will be the
last cf you."
The men got upon their feet with surprising quickness, and
as dark as it was, Wild saw one of them grab at bis belt for
a shooter.
There was nothing left fer him to do but to drop the rascal,
so he covered him as quick as a flash and pressed the trigger.
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Crack!
Down he dropped like a lump of lead. ·
"Now, hold up your hands, or you two will go the same
way!" cried Wild in a stern tone of command.
Instead of obeying, they broke away in different directions.
Crack!
One of them dropped, but the other got out of sight of the
daring boy.
At this juncture Cheyenne Charlie came rushing out of the
shanty.
"Are you all right, Wild?" asked the scout.
"Oh, yes!" was the reply.
"It was you who shot, then?" said Jim.
"Yes, I was compelled to drop two of them."
"Horse thieves?" and Charlie looked at him questioningly.
"I don't know what they were; I became satisfied that they/
meant to shoot, so I got in ahead of them. Two of them
started to get away at once and one of them succeeded. Just
strike a match and we will see what ·they look like."
Jim obeyed and knelt over one of the fallen men.
He proved to be a very rough looking customer, as did the
other when they turned their attention that way.
Our friends were certain that they had not seen them in the!
settlement, but as they heard people, who had been attracted
by the shooting, coming, they waited to see if the men had
-eelonged around there.
The storekeeper was one of the first to arrive on the scene.
As soon as he heard what had happened he viewed the
bpdies.
"They are strangers in these parts," he said, shaking bis
head.

---,
CHAPTER IV.
THE ADVENTURE OF JOE SCAld)ER.

The three men Wild encountered in the bushes near the
shanty our friends were stopping in overnight were indeed 1
strangers to the settlement of Markdown.
They were three villains who had been driven from a wagon
train, after having been picked up and taken care of for three 1
days.
·
They had been found in an almost destitute condition, without arms or a thing to eat, having been left in that way by
a band of lawless Indians and halfbreeds.
But, like the traditional snake that had \ been warmed by
the bosom of the peasant, they had stung the ones who befriended them by attempting to rob them.
The men of the wagon train had turned them adrift in much
better shape than they had found them, however.
They bad supplied them with a rifle and revolver and a
hunting knife apiece.
And it so happened that the three had dri-fted to the settlement after dark.
Being without horses, they naturally wanted them.
And when they had sneaked about in the dusk of the evening and found three as fine ones as they could wish for tied
near the outskirts of the little town, they resolved to wait till
an opportune moment arrived and help themselves to them.
But they had certainly made a mistake in selecting those
particular horses to steal.
The sharp eyes of Jim Dart had detected them and Young
Wild West had shot and killed two of their number.
The survivor, who mp.naged to make good his escape, went
by the name of Joe Scalder.
When he once got out of sight of Young Wild West he ran
with the speed of a deer without choosing any particular direction.
· Chance led him to the last house on the east end of the
settlement.
He had an idea that he would be pursued, so he took all
kinds of chances by entering the rude stable in the rear of the
shanty and taking a horse he found there.
He found a bridle, and, not waiting to look up a saddle in
the dark, he put it on the horse's bead, and then, mounting,
rode away in the darkness.
Joe Scalder, being an absolute stranger iu those parts, did
not know where he was going, nor did he care, so long as he
got away from the daring young fellow who had shot his two
companions and killed them.
He realized that he had had a narrow escape.
He had not ridden more than eight miles when a thunderstorm came up very suddenly.
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'fhe villain began looking about for shelter.
But there appeared to be nothing but a:ii endless waste cif
prairie, as far as he could see in the darkness.
Presently it began to lightning sharply, and then during one
of the flashes he caught sight of a ranch off to his left not
so very far away.
Scalder promptly turned his horse in that direction, resolving to get under some shed, or into so)lle sort of an -0utbuildin9
until the storm passed over.
He reached a shed just as the rain began to come down
in torrents.
"An ugly storm," he muttered. "I never seen many like it
this time of year. I guess it won't last long, though, an' then
II kin go on. Poor Dan and Bill! They had to go under, it
seems. Well, if I ever get ther chance I'll drop ther feller
what did ther job fur 'em!"
The villain had scarcely rid himself of these thoughts when
'the horse he had ridden there uttered a frightened snort.
The animal began prancing about wildly, and then a vivid
/ flash that was not caused by lightning shot out before the
face of the villain .
"Prepare to die!" exclaimed a sepulchral voice, and Joe
Scalder's hair arose on end.
Before him he saw a figure that was apparently half man,
half bulI, and then, as. the light died away, his throat was
jgripped and he was thrown upon his back.
This was altogether too much for the nerves of the man,
and he fainted away.
_
/
' When he oame to perhaps half an hour later, he found himself out in the rain with a number of cattle prancing about
:him.
Some of them trampled upon him and others tried to gore
him.
Self-preservation is the first law of nature, and Joe Scaldef
•became suddenly possessed of superhuman strength.
Just as a fearful clap of thunder rang out and the falling
·-0f splintered timber sounded on t"he man's ears he sprang
to his feet and ran for his life.
·
A thunderbolt had hit the ahed that was within but a few
jfeet of him, and the cattle that would certainly have been
'the death of him fled in terror.
That gave him the only chance he had for his life.
Though he knew nothing of it, Joe Scalder was on the
premises of No Man's Ranch, and he was even now running
)directly toward the dilapidated one-story house that t:q.e resi·dents of Markdown feared so much.
He ran full into the end of t:he 1:milding before he saw it,
and the force of the collision k11-0cked him backward to the
!ground and almost took the breath from his body.
He la:Y there for several seconds, the drenching rain patter~ng upon hi-s bared head and slowly restoring him to his n-0rmal state.
The thunder and lightning continued, and during one of the
flashes Joe Scalder saw a window in the end of the house
!right before him.
But that was not all he noticed.
One of the shutters had blown open by the fierce wind, and
during the brief interval of the flash he saw that there was
no sash there.
Instantly he resolved to crawl through t:he window and get
into the house.
The fierce and exciting experience he had undergone made
him feel as though he wanted to get somewhere out of sight
-0f everything.
Horror and terror ooth had hold of him now.
With a mighty effort he got upon his feet and clutched t:he
sill of the open window.
He . did not try to force -Open the other shutter, but drew
himself quickly inside the house.
It was as dark as the grave where he now found himself,
but · that mattered not.
Waiting till the next flash of lightning came, the villain
located a comfortable corner where a pile of empty bags lay
and crawled to it.
Then his nerves relaxed and he became unconscious.
How long he remained in that condition Scalder had no
idea, but it must have been that he passed from the faint into
a deep sleep.
Anyhow, the sun was shining when he opened his eyes, and,
feverish and trel'!lbling, p.e arose to a sitting postur!3 and
looked around him.
It took him two or three seconds to realize where he was,
and when he had fully done so he sank back again.
But only for a minute or two did he lay there thinking.

I must get away from this place," he muttered, rubbing his
eyes wildly. "I never had an idea that sich things could happen as what happened last night. I'll never forgit it as long
as I live. It was awful!"
The \, retch trembled as though he had the ague as he
thought of the specter that had confronted him and what ·fol lowed.
It was so real that he could not possibly shake it off.
"I kin see that thing yet," he groaned, as he made his way
across the room to the window. "I must git out in ther sun."
As he placed his hands on the window sill to climb out the
one open shutter slammed to with a bang.
Then, to his surprise and consternation, hurried footsteps
could be heard approaching that room from some other part
of the house.
Scalder made a violent effort to force open the shutters and
get out.
But it was useless.
They withstood the shock he caused by throwing his weight
against them.
· He was just about to use his foot when the door at the further end of the room opened and two figures covered with
blankets darted in and seized him.
·
Joe Scalder uttered a yell for help, but he could not repeat
it, as a heavy hand was pressed over his mouth.
Not a word did his captors say; they merely overpowered
him and then bound him hand and foot.
When this was done they picked him up bodily and carried
him from the room, after first pulling a bag over his head
so hi, could not see.
Though he was not gagged, the villain did not cry imt.
The fact of the hand being pressed over his mo1ith when he
made the fiTst outcry was sufficient to convince him that he
would endanger himself if he made a noise.
Across the old-fashioned room the two figures carried him,
and then one of them opened tile door to another apartmen_t
and he was t~ken inside.
It was a dark; musty smelling place, evidently not having
been visited in some lfttle time.
The bag was now removed from the head of the prisoner
and he tried to look around.
But the light in the room was so faint that he could not see
much.
While one of the robed figures kept his hand upon the villain the other busied himself by tearing up some boards in the
center of the floor.
Joe Scalder was in a great state of terror. again.
He felt that his last hour had arrived.
Up to this time he had been unable to speak.
Now he suddenly found the use of his tongue and exclaimed:
"Have mercy on me! I didn't come here on purpose. I
only seen ther ranch when ther lightnin' flashed last night, an'
I thought I'd git under a shed till ther rain was over. Let
me go, won't you?"
"We will let you go right away," was the reply from one
of them.
But the words were spoken as if they were not meant, and
Scalder realized this pretty quickly.
"Let me go!" he cried in a frenzy. "I'll never do a wrong
thing as long as I live if you do. I stole a horse last night,
but if you'll o:iily let me go I'll take him right back where
I got him, if I only kin find him. I've been a putty bad man,
but I'll reform if you'll only let me go!"
"Did you ever kill a man?" asked one of the figures, looking at the captive sharply through two small holes that were •
cut in the blanket that was over his head.
"Yes, I did kill a halfbreed onct. I'll own up to anything.
Please let me go, won't you?"
"What did you kill the halfbreed for?" came the question.
" 'Cause he had a pile cf money, and I wanted it."
"Did y.ou get the money after you'd killed him?"
"Yes."
"What did you do with it?"
"I spent it."
"In what way?"
"I gambled it an' drank it up."
"That was a fine way to do with the money, wasn't it?"
"I couldn't help it, mister."
"Of course you couldn't. What is your name?"
"Joe Scalder."
"A fine name that!"
"I can't help it, mister."
"Oh! I know you can't help it."
"Won't you 'please let me go, gents?"
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"What do you think of him?·· asked one of the other in a
low tone.
"I guess he's telling the truth," was the reply.
"Oh, yes, I'm tellin' ther trutJ.!" cried Scalder. "I won't
never do anything wrong ag'in if you'll only let me go. I've
oeen punished enough since I struck this ranch. It was awful
last night! I don't know how it is that I'm alive now!"
"Nor I, either," said one of the men. "But since you are
ali;ve, I guess we won't chuck you in ther deep hole under ther
house till after ther boss gits here. If you'll promise not to
try to run away we'll untie you, too. If you try to git away
you won't git very far, so you had better jest do as you are
told."
"I'll do anything you say!" exclaimed the villain, earnestly.
The two then held a short whispered conversation, the result
being that the bonds of Scalder were severed.
';:hen he was helped to his feet and led from the dark room
into a more pleasant one, where a t able was being Set for
breakfast by a grizzled, wrinkled-faced old woman.
"This man is all right, I guess," said one of the men, as he
threw the blanket from his head.
The old woman gazed at the face of Scalder keenly.
"He looks like a confirmed scoundrel," she answered. "But
I'll bet he is a coward."

•

Nine miles wa.s a very small ride for them, and when . they
came in sight of the tumble-down buildings it seemed as though
they had scarcely got started yet.
Wild called a halt and they sat in the saddle surveying the
ranch with critical eyes.
"It has all the appearance of being a deserted place," he
remarked. "But it seems rather strange to me that the cattle
spould stay around there all the time. There is quite a bunch
of cows over there, when you come to look at them. It can't,
be that they are staying there just because they were bred on
the place. They would be apt to stray off and mix with other
herds."
"Perhaps some one does live there and keeps it a secret,"
said Jim.
' . I rather think you are right," our hero rej-o ined. "I'll tel11
you what we'll do! It won't do for us all to go there in a
bunch if there really is some one there, for they could easily
hide, or play some of their tricks if they saw us. You two
can ride on ahead, and after you get far enough past to make:
it appear that you have no idea of visiting the place, you canl
ride across the prairie and keep the old barns and sheds be-i
tween you and the house. I will ride over to the woods there
and approach the ranch from the rear. That will make it so
we will both get there at the same time, about. 'l'he call of
the quail twice in succession will be the signal we will use, if ,
any is necessary."
CHAPTER V.
"All right," said Jim. "I guess we understand exactly."
"I reckon we do," added the scout.
THE PRAIRIE PEARL IS CAUGHT NAPPING.
Without any further talk on the subject they parted, CharThe excitement caused by the killing of the two men and lie and Jim riding along over the trail and Wild heading for
the escape of the third soon died out, and when the crowd had th e woods that lay half a mile distant.
left them Young Wild West and his two partners arranged to
Our hero let his horse go at a pretty fast gait, as he had a
turn in for the night. ·
little further to go than his partners, and soon reached the
Wild fixed it so that one of them would be on guard all the woods.
time by dividing the night in three parts.
It was not a very wide strip of timber, but it was pretty
This would give all hands a chance to get enough sleep to th ickly wooded, for all that.
.
answer them.
He began working his way through in the direction he
This was a precaution that our hero always took, no matter wanted to go, being forced to let his horse walk on account of
where they were when away from home.
the dense growth of bushes.
Of course. if they had been in a hotel in some good-sized
Just as he had come to a halt to figure out the best way to1
town it would have been different.
get through, he heard a voice exclaim:
But the night passed and nothing occurred to disturb them.
"Don't you go too near that tree, you inquisitive little tenCharlie had been the last to go on watch, and he did not derfoot! If you do, folks wouldn't tie able to tell who you
arouse Wild and Jim until seven o'clock.
was when you git back to the ranch. That's full of wild honey
It had rained hard during a part of the night, but the sun there, but we can't git it now. There! What did I tell you?
was shining brightly now, and when our hero got up he nodded One of the varmints has stung you! Oh! if you ain't a simwith satisfaction.
pleton! Whoop! Ha, ha, ha!"
"It will be a fine day, I guess," he observed. "Just the .k ind
Young Wild West felt like joining in that laugh, for he recof a day to investigate the mystery that concerns No Man's ognized the speaker as Rustling Nell, the Prairie Pearl.
1
Ranch."
.
'
,
It struck him to dismount and creep through the bushes a ,
"T·h at's right," said Jim Dart, "I can'-t get started too soon, ways and see what was going on.
for my part."
No sooner thought•of when he was putting it in execution.
"An' I'm anxious to see what's there myself," added Chey!
Suddenly the laugh of the Western girl changed to a shrill
enne Charlie.
scream of fright.
"Well, get some of that bear meat cooked and we will start
The boy made a leap forward and reached an open spot.
out. We don't want to fool away more than a couple of days
It was a startling scene that Wild came upon.
around here."
A huge grizzly bear was in the act of striking the Prairie
Charlie already had the fire started, so it did not take him Pearl with its paw, while a boy stood beating off the brute
long to get the steaks and the coffee on.
with a club.
As the supply store was right at hand, they could live pretty
The young dea_dshot raised his rifle.
high on things that could not be ohtained when they were
Crack!
out on the prairie miles away from , a habitation.
As the report rang out tht grizzly staggered back and thrust
As soon as breakfast was over they got ready to start out. out its paws blindly and then fell in a ,heap to the ground.
As they were mounting, the proprietor of the hotel came
Young Wild West had pierced its brain with a bullet!
over and, addressing ·wild, said:
The Prairie Pearl sank back to the ground, and, dropping
"Don't forgit to come back an' report, as you said you would, the club he had been trying to beat off the bear with, the boy
Yo"ung Wild West."
strove to lift her up.
"I shan't forget," was the rejoinder. "We will come back
Then Wild, with the still smoking rifle in his hand, stepped ,
alive, never fear."
forward.
"Well, I wouldn't want to go nosin' around No Man's Ranch
"How do you do, Rustling Nell?" he called out. "I am very
myself, that's all."
I glad that I was able to be of some service to you. The big
"You shouldn't be so squeamish about such things."
brute did not touch you with its claws, I hope."
"I can't help it; it's my way, you know."
j "No," panted the girl; "I ain't hurt, Young Wild West.
The man really seemed as though he felt sorry that they T.hank you for happenin' along. I guess I'd have been a goner
were going to pay a visit to the ranch.
. but for you."
·
He had undoubtedly taken a lilting to them and felt that it
"Well, the bear did have you dead to rights, I will say.I
would be a shame for anything to happen to them.
How was it that you allowed yourself to be caught nappin,g?"
But when he saw the three ride away as calmly and uncon"Foolin' with the little tenderfoot here is what done it, I
cerned as though they were going to a picnic, he shook his suppose. Say, Young Wild West!"
head in a puzzled way.
"What is it, Miss Prairie Pearl?"
"'That Young Wild ·west is a wonderful feller," he said to
"You won't say anything about this over at the settlement,,
one of his friends. "He is not afraid of anything, I reckon." will you?"
Our three friends rode along at an easy pace, following the
"Why?"
t rail that would lead past No Man's Ranch.
"If you was to I'd be ashamed to go over there again. It1

;
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is the first time that either man or beast ever got the best of to absolutely nothing, and he never thought of there being.
the least danger.
me, an d I don't want it to be known."
"They say there's ghosts over at No Man's Ranch," spoke up
"All right. You can bet I will never mention it," and our
little Tom Ostberg. "Well, I guess I ain't afraid of ghosts,
hero smiled.
anyhow, if Nell is."
The girl now got up.
"Who's afraid of ghosts, or anything else?" asked the girl,
"Confound you and the bees!" she exclaimed, looking at the
looking at him scornfully.
boy.
"Well, every one over at your place seems to be a little
"Don't say that, cousin," the boy answered. "I was doing
my best to drive away the bear when the gentleman shot it." afraid of No Man's Ranch, just the same," he asserted, a tri/'le
"That's so, Tom!" and her manner suddenly changed. "I hotly. "You wouldn't want to go there, either, if Young Wild
didn't mean that when I said it. I am proud to think that you WE;st wasn't going."
·'You shut up, Torn Ostberg!" she cried. "To show you that
didn't run. If I had not let my rifle drop when I was laughing
because the bee stung you, I would have shot the big brute I ain't afraid, I'll lead the way there! We'll leave the bear
myself, and then Young Wild West's services would not have behind till we come back."
been needed. Great hemlock! but I thought I was a goner
when I felt the bear's hot breath on my face!"
She picked her rifle up from the grass and then patted the
CHAPTER VI.
boy, who was not more than fourteen, on the shoulder.
"This is my cousin, Tom Ostberg, from the East," she added,
RATHER M.YSTERIOUS.
turning to Wild. "Shake hands with the best shot and coolest
hand in the West, Tom."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart rcde on leisurely till they
The boy did not hesitate a moment to do as he wa b'dden
1
"I am awful glad you came just as you did, sir,:, s he said: thought they had gone far enough to make the turn for the
. .
.
"I guess Nell lost her nerve when she saw that bear comin' ranch.
Then they headed that way, keepmg the outbmldmgs befor her through the bushes. 1 didn't think of picking up her
rifle and shooting it and I am "'lad I didn't for I would not tween them and the house.
"This ain 't _no deserted place," remarked the scout .. as }hey
have killed it, I suppose, and then things ~ould have been
worse than ever. Nell calls you Young Wild West, and I am neared t_~ie big cattle ~e~ that . h,ad tumbled. d~w~1 m ~ome
glad to be able to tell the fo lks when I go back East that I met rlaces.. Them cattle amt hafi;gm around here Jes_t :or what
.hey pick _up th,emselves. An_ look ~t that mowm ground
you. we have heard of you, even there.,,
th ere, th at~ b~en cu! th1 s Y;,ar.
inion
"That seems rather surprising," retorted Wild. "Here is the ov,;r
I am rather of the op
You are right, Jim ans,vered.
t wh O
Prairie Pearl who was born and reared in thes
that some one is living on the ranch."
e par s
,
"
"S'pose we stop h er e behind this shed an' watch through ther
neve. heard o_f me until Y,~sterday. And yet you say you have
th
t.
cracks till we see Wild git in sight?"
e EaS
heard of me m
"That's about the proper thing to do, I guess."
"Oh, yes! Your name 11.as been in lots of the papers. I
So when they got pretty close to the old one-story house they
told Nell last night about it when she came home and related
how you fixed the big bully in front of the store over in the halted and went under the shed.
Fresh hoofprints could be found there, and the two were
settlement. She was surprised when I told her that it did not
surprise me a bit, since Young Wild West had a way of doing not slow to take notice of them, too.
Cheyenne Charlie nodded significantly when he saw them.
things like that. I am a great reader, I am, and I have been
"I reckon some one is around here," he said.
reading about your gold mines and your fights with Indians
"Yes. But let us be as qufot as possible and wait. We may
and reneg::des. You know our papers in the East sometimes
learn something."
clip things from the on'.es printed out here."
They dismounted, and, keeping hold of the bridle reins,
"Well, I suppose they do. But I wish they would leave out of
the papers a little more than they do. If it is natural for me walked over to the back of the shed.
There was a board off there, and th ey took up a position so
Lo be getting into all sorts , of scrapes and dangers, and then
getting out again, I don't see as there is any necessity of put- they could see in the direction Wild would come J'.roln when
he neared the ranch.
ting it in the papers."
They waited and watched till they grew tired, for our hero
"I do. It makes the best kirid of reading."
clid ,not show up, and neither did they see any signs of life
''Probably you folks in the East think so."
about the place, beyond the cattle that were grazing about.
"Of course we do."
But after a while they saw three horses approaching the r ear
The Prairie Pearl was not attired in a ·hunting suit, as she
had been the day before, and Wild could but note that she of the house.
One of them was ridde;o. by Young Wild West, and Charlie
looked more demure than he had an idea she could possibly
and Jim were surprised when they recognized him, for they
look.
had not expected him to come thete with any one.
She seemed to be heartily ashamed for allowing herself to
"It's Wild, all right; an' there's a gal an' a little boy with
be taken at a disadvantage by the bear.
said Charlie, when he had taken a good look at them.
him,"
"I
"Let me have your knife, will you?" she said to Wild.
gal is ther Prairie Pearl, too, though she ain't got th er
"Ther
guess I'll rip off that fellow's coat."
rig on that we seen her in yesterday."
huntin'
fancy
"I will be glad to do it for you, Miss Prairie- Pearl."
Pearl, sure enough," nodded Jim. "I
Prairie
the
is
"rt
pelt
"No, you won't skin the brute, unless you want the
is bringing her and that boy over here for.
Wild
what
wonder
•
yourself."
It seems strange for him to do a thi_n g of that kind."
"I don't want it, I assure you."
"Well, Wild often does queer things, you know."
"Then I will do the skinning."
"That's right."
Our hero let her have her own way about it.
The three were keeping a strip of trees and bushes between
He knew that she would not possibly give in, any-way.
them and the house, but Charlie and Jim had a good view of
H e had seen just enough of her to know that much.
them from where they were.
· ''What are you doing around here?" she asked, as she deftly
On they came until they were within a hundred yards of
worked the knife in the skinning process.
the house and a little more than twice that distance from the
"I am on my way to No Man's Ranch."
shed.
"You are?" and her eyes opened wide.
If there really was anyone in the house the three would
way
this
came
I
too.
"Yes. My partners are going there,
be within plain view in a few seconds now.
that
idea
an
have
so I could approach the rear of the house. I
Charlie and Jim realized th is.
there isn't so much of a mystery about that place as some
1;,he next instant they emerged from the cover of the trees
folks think."
and rode boldly up to the building at a gallop.
Then they heard Wild give the signal they always used to
"You had better let the place alone, though."
let each other know where they were.
"Nonsense!"
The scout answered it, and then they saw Wild give a nod.
"Say! " and she looked at him eagerly as she spoke. "Will
The next moment the three rocle around to the back of the
you let me go over to No Man's Ranch with you?"
"Certainly," answered Young Wild West without the least house and they could no longer see them.
Charlie and Jim were j ust about to mo unt and ric.e up to·
hesitation. "I'm glad you changed your mind about my going
the front when a scream of terror r ang 'Jut and the boy rode
there."
He had an idea that the stories about the ranch amounted into :view as though he was flying for his life.
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Wnd' two pa:·tners looked at each other.
What did it mean?
That was the question they would have asked each other if
they b ad us ed their tongues just then.
B ut a t that minute they were too astonished to speak.
But both quickly mounted, however, and started to ride
.
aroun d to tho back of the building.
They got there in short order, th!) boy becoming lost in the
strip of woods as they did so.
There was not a sign of Young Wild West or the Prairie
Pearl to be seen!
·'Charlie," said Jim, in a choking voice, "what does it all
mean?"
'I'h e scout shook his head.
"I don't know, Jim," he answered.
Just then he happened to look off to the left and catch sight
of Spitfire.
The sorrel was standing still, but his master was not there.
The two quickly rode over to the intelligent steed.
H e did not offer to run away, but let them ride right up
to him.
Then they saw the horse the girl had been riding.
It was trotting around a few yards distant, a,pparently a
little frightened at something.
"Jim," said Charlie, solemnly, "Wild an' ther gal are in
that house."
"Do you think so?" asked Dart, who was trying hard to
regain his composure.
"Where else kin they be?"
That was the argument that clinched It.
Where else could they be? true enough.
"Wo've got to find them!" exclaimed Jim, resolutely.
"Tha t's right. W e've got to git in this old tumble-down
ran ch. goblins or no goblins!"
"There's a mystery in the way they disappeared so suddenly."
"Yes, there is."
"If we could onl,' have headed that boy off! He would
have been able to tell us just what happened."
" It is too bad we couldn't."
" Suppose we give ther signal-it might be that Wild is somewher e so he kin hear it and answer it."
·' Go ahead."
Jim gave the call of a quail twice, and then they strained
th cir cars to listen.
It was answ ered almost immediately from within the buildin g .

·'Th ere!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Now we know he
is in ther ranch! "
"Aud that means that we've got to give him a lift, if he is
in trouble. "
"Oh, he must be in trouble."
" Not necessarily. It might be that be and the girl started
to go inside and the boy became frightened and dashed off."
"rt might be. But it was all don e too quick for anything
like t hat. No! You kin bet on it that Wild is in some kind
of sc:-ape. Jest let us leave our horses here an' we'll go inside
ther ranch house."
They dismounted and allowed their horses to remain there
unti ed.
They were trained so they would not go far away, anyhow.
They walked up to the d-0or in the rear of the house, which
was closed tightly.
There was a pile of clay near the door which looked as
though it had been dumped there recently, and near it the
weeds and grass had been pretty well trampled down.
"This don't look as though ther house ain't inhabited,"
said th e scout pointing to these evidences. "You kin bet that
W ild an' th er gal went in there agin their wills."
" I a m afraid you are right. Charlie," replied Jim. "Well,
here goes for a trial at the door! Keep your shooters ready,
now! "
A o, the boy spoke he lifted the latch and gave a push on
th n doo r.
l :a t he,· to his surprise, it opened readily enough .
Without any hesitation, he walked in, followed by his companion.
Charlie took pains to leave the door wide open when he
enter ed, but he had not taken more than three steps when it
shut with a slam.
"That's funny, ''. he said. "Ther wind ain't blowin'."
Defore .Jim could make a reply, the floor suddenly gave way
be n 2ath them and they went shooting downward into Stygian
d~r kn css.
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They brought up on a bed of yielding clay about seven or
eight fe et below, and a s th ey did so they heard a creaking
noise, follo wed l.Jy a slight jar, and t'b.en all was still.
"Great catamounts ! " cried Cheyenne Charlie, as he scrambleu. to his feet. "How do you suppose ttat was done, Jim?"
"I don 't know," was the reply. "It seems to me that we
walked right into a regular trap."
"I guess that's right. Now, how are we goin' to git out?''
"I don't know; that is something that remains to be seen."
They had held fast to their revolvers when they went down,
and, remaining right where they had landed, Jim produced
a match-safe from his pocket and struck a light.
Then, as the flickering flame illumined the place, they saw
something that made them turn deathly pale.
'I'hey were standing on the very edge of a deep pit!
They were not slow in stepping back from it, either, and
then, just as the match went out, they saw a ladder that
touched somewhere above.
"I reckon we kin git out of here," sard Charlie, hopefully.
"There's a ladder that leads somewhere, anyhow."
"Yes, we--"
Jim did not finish what he was going to say, for at that
moment they heard foots teps overhead.
Then a trap-door was opened and a flood of light came into
the cellar-like place.
The two immediately crouched in a shadow.
They knew what was up.
Some one was coming down!
Charlie gave Jim's arm a warning pinch.
It meant for him to remain perfectly silent and wait for
him to make the first move.
Jim understood.
The next minute they saw the feet of a man step upon the
ladder and begin to come down.
When he as halfway d-0wn he lowered his head below the
floor and listened for a moment.
"I guess they got fixed! " they beard him say to some one
above him. "Hand me the lantern and I'll take a look in
ther pit."
The lantern was at once forthcoming and the man came on
down and stepped on the ground.
He did n-0t flash the rays of the lantern the way toward
our friends, fortunately, but started right towards the pit.
A sudden resolve came in the head of Cheyenne Charlie.
He placed his mouth to his companion's ear and whispered:
"We'll put him where he thinks we are!"
Dart nodded.
Then, like two shadows, they crept toward the villain.
As he dropped upon bis knees and held the lantern over the
edge of the pit Charlie and Jim put a hurried move on and
got right behind him .
"That's funny! " they heard him mutter half a loud. "I don't
see anything of 'em down there. Ther sharp stones an' pieces
of flint must have cut 'em into ribbons. I'll have to git ther
big tongs an' fish fur their bodies, I guess, 'cause we want
what money they had on 'em. That's what we're here fur,
to git money, an' we're doin' fine at it, so fur. It won't be
long before we git--"
That was all the man said, for at that moment Cheyenne
Charlie gave him a kick that sent him headlong into the pit.
There was a muffled shriek and then all was still.
"Up ther ladder, Jim!" cried the scout. "We've got to git
a hustle on us, for we're in ther worst den I ever seen. Move
lively, now!"
He had his hand on the ladder as the last word left bis
Ups, and with the agility of a squirrel he went up.
Dart followed him closely, keeping his revolver ready fo r
instant use.
Charlie reached the floor above and found no one to bar his
way.
"Come on!" he whispered to Jim. "Ther way is clear!"
Jim stepped up just a the scout opened the door of an adjoining room.
Finding' it empty, the scout went on in, Jim right at his
heels.
, It so happened that the Toom they had accidentally got in
was the one the villain Joe Scalder had crawled in from the
window the night before.
Though the shutters were closed, there was enough light
in there for them to see the piles -0f empty bags in the room .
"I reckon we'll stay in here till we find a way to git Wild
an' ther Prairie Pearl out of their trouble," said Charlie.
"Yes, as some thinking has now got to be done, here is just
the place to do it," answered Jim.
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With the breath jarred from their bodies, neither could
make an outcry before they were hauled inside the house.
Then three figures wearing bags over their heads caught
WILD AND THE PRAIRIE PEARL ARE CAPTURED.
hold of them and quickly fixed them so it would be impossible
for them to cry out, while the half man, half bull that Tommy
The Prairie Pearl ran for her horse after telling her young Ostberg had become frightened over stood nodding with apcousin that she was going to lead the way to No Man's Ranch, proval.
and he quickly followed her.
When Wild's eyes rested on this peculiar-looking being he
Young Wild West looked around, and, finding that there did not seem to be the least bit frightened, nor was he, for ·
were no more bears around, went for his horse, too.
that matter.
Vive minutes later the three were mounted and riding in
He knew it was a man, and a bud one at that.
company for the ranch.
He saw that the bull's head was a preserved one, though
Rustling Nell had said she was going to lead the way, but rather shabby at that.
she gave way to Young Wild West.
"Your doom is sealed!" exclaimed the strangely disguise d
"I look more like a girl tenderfoot than anything else in man in a sepulchral tone.
this rig," she said, apologetically, as she looked at the rather
"What for?" the boy managed to ask, as the hand that had
neat-fitting gown she wore. "I only put it on because Tom been covering his mouth was lifted for a moment.
"Don't you know that this is No Man's Ranch?"
said he felt that he would look out of sorts to go out with
me in his city rig. •Mother is fixing up one of the old man's
"Yes, I heard that was the name of it."
hunting suits to fit him, and to-morrow I'll take him out and
They did not try to stop him from talking now, and as
teach him how to shoot. I'm really sorry I brought him over he got into a sitting posture he looked around in a way that
to get stung with them honey 'bees. I wasn't thinking about' showed he was interested in what he saw.
"You knew this was No Man's Ranch, then?" went on the
bears at all, and that's how the grizzly caught me napping."
"Oh, never mind the bear," laughed our hero. "He won't disguised man, who was plainly the leader of the gang.
bother you or any one else again. Speaking of your CO$tume,
"Yes, I knew it."
·
I must say that your hunting dress does become you better.
"'What d{d you come here for, then?"
But it makes no difference about the cut of a person's clothes.
"To see what kind of a place it was."
As long as the heart is in the right place everything is all
"Others have come here for the same purpose, but none of
right, in my estimation."
them ever went back."
"That's what I think," spoke up the boy .from the Ea.st.
"What became of them?" queried Wild, in his cool way.
"But Nell declares she won't take me out again till I get on
"They died!"
that hunting suit aunt is fixing for me." .1;
"Oh! They did, eh?"
•
"Well, it won't hurt you to wear a, hunting 1suit. How long
"Yes, they died horrible deaths."
are you going to stay in the West?"
,
"What made them do that?"
"Just as long as I am wel<lome." ._
The fellow with the bull's head hesitated for a moment.
"It depends on how long he is going to be/a tenderfoot,"
Evidently he could not understand why it was that the boy
spoke up Nell, curling her lip at the mild appearance of her was taking it so coolly.
young cousin.
"You appear to take this as a joke," fie ventured, changing
"I'll learn fast enough," was the spirited rejoinder. "You his voice to a more common way_ of speaking.
wouldn't let me bring a rifle along, and if you had I might
"No, I can't say that I take this as a joke," replied our hero.
have showed you something when that bear tackled you."
"Neither do I think you· are intending it as such. But one
· "I've heard you say what you would have done," was the thing I want to tell you is that if you don't liberate the young
retort. "You couldn't shoot a bear if you had the muzzle of lady and myself at once you will be apt to get into trouole."
a gun stuck in his mouth."
The man laughed heartily at this.
"Just wait till to-morrow and I'll show you something in
"You may laugh," said Wild. "Now is....the time for you to
that line."
laugh, but a little later on you will be doing something else.
"All right, Toi:n, I'll wait."
Now, then, I'll give you a chance to make a proposition."
The Prairie Pearl laughed pityingly, for it was quite evident
"I want to make no proposition," exclaimed the fellow, asthat she thought it would take a long time to make a West- suming the sepulchral voice again. "I simply want to tell
erner of the ooy.
you that you have got to die."
"I have always known that since I have been big enough
Wild rather enjoyed their conversation.
He knew the girl felt ashamed of having been in the power to know anything," retorted Wild, smiling as though he
of the bear, after showing such a reckless way to him the thought it was entirely unnecessary to tell him such a thing
day before, and it hurt her to think that he had been com- as that.
pelled to save her life.
The three men with the bags over their heads looked at
This was rather queer, the reader might say, but Rustling each other through the. small holes that had been cut for them
Nell had hitherto thought herself capable of taking car e of to see what they were doing.
herself under any and all conditions.
They could not understand how it was the boy could be so
Wild knew he would not get to No Man's Ranch as soon as cool.
his partners expected him to, but he hoped they would wait
Instead of being frightened at their looks, he was showing
for him somewhere in the near vicinity.
signs of being amused.
"He's either a fool or he's crazy, cap," spoke up one of them,
Consequently when he reached the place and heard the
signal from Cheyenne Charlie he felt satisfied.
addressing the bull's head.
The three rode around to the rear 6f the house, bent on
"Have you not been forbidden to speak?" thundered the
going right into the building, if there was an open door there. leader, angrily.
As they brought their horses to a halt to dismount the door
"I forgot, cap. Excuse me. I'm only a new member, you
suddenly opened and out came a gauze-like net that settled know."
over the forms of Yeung Wild ·west and the Prairie Pearl
The man was only a hew member.
in the twinkling of an eye:
He was no other than Joe Scalder, who had been taken in
Little Tom Ostberg escaped it by a narrow margin, and, as a member of the strange gang of villains that morning.
seeing a figare that was seemingly half man, half bull, crouch"You are what I call a fine lot'" spoke up Rustling Nell,
ing in the doorway, he uttered a frightened scream and rode sneeringly. "You'd make a good penny-poppy show, you
away at a breakneck pace, leaving his companions to their would!"
fate.
The girl had been given a chance to speak, and , being reasThough Wild had anticipated that there was some sort of sured by Young Wild West's calm manner, she was going to
triekcry connected with the ranch, he was taken completely let them hear from her in great shape.
"I know who you are, " retorted the captain. "Ycu are called
by surprise when the net fell over him.
He tried to wriggle from its folds, out too late!
the Prairie Pearl. You should be called the Prairie Vixen;
It tightened about him and then he was pulled from the that would sound better."
l:Jack of his horse with a jerk.
"Oh! I guess not, Mr. Bull Head!" she answerC'd, quickly .
'l'he Prairie Pearl, of course, came with him, both landing "I never give myself the name of the Prairie Pearl. It was a
upon the ground as helpless as though they had been securely gang of half-civilized Sioux Injuns that did it. They -were a
whole lot better than you and your gang are, too. You're
bound by a lariat.
The feat had been very neatly executed.
· trying to do something and you don't know what. What a lot
CJIAPTER VII.
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"I am of the opinion that she does."
of fools we've all been for the last three months to be afraid
"Well, I think an awful lot of my young man, too, but he's
of the goblins that was supposed to be hangin' around No
Man's Ranch! The only slick thing I've seen about you is got to become the real thing before he can waltz me up before
the way you caught us with that net. Now, I reckon you'd the minister."
The coolness and freedom with which the .Prairie Pearl spoke
better let us go, and then make tracks from here as fast as
you can, if you want to get away with a whole skin. My old made Young Wild West almost forget that they were placed
::nan will be here with a big crowd in a short time, and then in a rather perilous position.
It amused and interested him to hear her talk in that strain.
it wil! be good-by to No Man's Ranch! My father would go
Though she spoke very plainly, he knew there was nothing
through anything for me-his fear of ghost.s and goblins won't
but goodness in her meaning.
stop him a bit."
"What is your lover's name?" he ventured to ask.
"It make3 no difference how many your father brings here,"
"Percy Lennox."
replied the captain, sticking to his sepulchral tone. "We can
"And wh€re is he now?"
take care of a regiment of soldiers If they should come. I
"I reckon he must be on his way to our ranch, as he was
am half man, half bull, and what I can't do no mortal ever
due to arrive there about to-morrow. He keeps a store down
dreamed of doing! "
in Cheyenne, and he's making money hand-over-fist. He wrote
"If you will untie my hands and feet for a couple of minutes me last week that he would show me he could shoot as
I will give you a chance to see what you can do with me," well as I can when he got here, and I'm anxious to see if he's
spoke up Wild. "I'll guarantee that I will knock that bull's told the truth."
head off your shoulders in less than two seconds! "
"If you expect him at the ranch to-morrow, we had better
"Put them in the dark room," said the captain, who was try and get away from here before that time."
"I
captives.
the
with
do
to
what
just
undecided
evidently
The girl's face fell.
will take time to think before we drop them to their last restShe had been so interested in talking that she had forgotten
earth!"
the
of
surface
the
below
mile
ing place, a
that she was in a bad plight.
a
Into
them
carried
and
up
two
the
picked
The three men
"You said a little while ago that you was going to get us
room that was very dark, there eing no windows in it.
out of here," she ventured.
the
and
West
Wild
Young
Then the door was closed and
"Yes, I said something like that. How are your teeth, pretty
l'!rairie Pearl were left to themselves.
'
sharp?"
light
faint
a
room,
the
in
Though there were no windows
"You can bet your boots they are!"
quite
other
each
came under the doox-sill and they could see
"Well, just see what you can do with the rope that's tied
plainly.
about my wrists, then. I'll move a little closer."
"What are we going to do, Young Wild West?"
"My teeth are sharper than yours, I'll bet."
It was the Prairie Pearl who asked the question.
"I thought perhaps they were; that is why I suggested it."
"We have got to get out of this."
"Jest let me git at that rope."
"How are we going to do it?"
Wild soon got in the position he wanted to and then the
"I have two friends outside, you know."
Prairie Pearl got at work with her teeth.
At that instant Wild heard the unmistakable call of a quail.
It took her but a short time to chew the rope loose.
"They are signaling now!" he exclaimed, and then he quickly
Then Young Wild West quickly untied her hands and began
answered the whistle.
removing the net from them.
"What are you whistlin' about?" cried a voice from the
He felt that they were in a fair way to escape from the
other side of the door. "You must feel putty good, too."
villains who occupied No Man's Ranch now.
"You never mind how I feel," answered our hero, glad that
the man had not noticed the fact that he had been giving a
signal to some one outside. '·You were placed there to see
that we don't get away. Now, just be ·careful that we don't."
"Don't worry about that,,. was the reply. "You won't never
CHAPTER VIII.
git away from No Man's Ranch, alive or dead-that's sartin!"
"If I \Vas able I would make a bet with him on that point,"
TIIE ~~SOAPE FRO::lf THE RANCH
Wild whispered to his fair companion.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had not been in the room
"Then you think we are going to get out of this?" she asked,
where the empty bags were piled very long when they heard
hopefully.
"Ye~; but don't talk so loud. We must not let the v!llains footsteps approaching the door they had entered.
They lost no time in biding behind the bags, and just as
hear what we are saying. I was never in a predicament yet
that I did not get out of all right, and I don't mean that this they were crouching safely out of sight some one entered the
room.
shall bz an exception."
The scout had taken such a posltion that he could see pretty
"You put new life in me to bear you talk that way, Young
well about the room, and his eyes quickly lighted on the form
Wild West."
"I am glad you are not one of the sqeamish sort, Miss Nell." of a man who was bareheaded and in his shirt sleeves.
He came over to the pile and picked up an armful -of bags
"So am I glad of it. I'm a true girl of the prairie, and don't
and then immediately left the room.
you forget it! "
As soon as be bad gone Charlie arose to bis feet.
"A regular rustler," and the boy smiled in spite of his un"I reckon we'd better see where Wild an' ther gal are, Jim,"
p leasant position.
"You bet! But you·re a regular cyclone with wings on! he said in a low tone. "Jest keep your shooters ready for
You can beat anything that ever straddled horseflesh or lifted use. We've, got to git 'em out of here, even if some of these
a gun! I know what I'm talkin' about when I say that. I rascals has to go under afore we do it! "
"One of them has gone, and I guess it will be a good thing
may be a queer sort of a Prairie Pearl, but I'm Rustling Nell,
just the same, and I'm glad of it. I've got a young man whom if the rest of them join him. They seem to be a pretty bad
I've promised to marry as soon as be learns to ride and shoot gang, as fa.r as I can make out,•· answered Jim. "They meant
as well as I kin. I just think the world of him, but my pride that we should fall into that hole, and we were lucky that we
wouldn't let me have him for a husband because he wasn't did not. I never saw a worse death-trap than that."
"Nor I, either. I s'pose they've. been ki!lin' an' robbin' every
up to snuff with a gun and a horse. I ain't got any use for
a fellow who can't shoot the eye out of a bear or ride a buck- stranger what come along here."
ing broncho. I was born in the West, and there ain't no other
"It is quite likely. It must be a pretty shrewd villain at
place on earth that would suit me. Can your girl ride and the head of the gang. The idea of the people at the settleshoot, Young Wild West?"
ment being led to believe that this ranch is the abode of ghosts
and goblins! I can't see why they have not learned what was
"How do you know that I have a girl?"
"How do I know that you have got a girl? Wh"y, that's going on here and come down and set fire to the building."
"That's jest what we'll do to it when we git Wild an' ther
easy enough! Why wouldn't a young fellow as good looking
Prairie Pearl out."
as you are have a sweetheart? You must have a girl."
"Yes, if Wild says so."
"Well, I don't mind telling you that I have, then," answered
"Oh! That's right! We must have his opinion on it.··
Wild. "Her name is Arietta Murdock. and she can shoot and
"Well, now, if we can only find out where the villains have
ride about as well as any girl in the West."
"I bet she thinks an awful lot of you," and the girl nodded got them we might get them out of this house without tbe
.scoundrels irnowing it."
a pvrovingly.
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' room where the
staple and followed his companions to the
pile of empty bags was.
He could hear the sounds of voices in the room adjoining
the one he had given the guard his quietus in, but, luckily
for them, no one came out.
The villains appeared to be busily engaged over something.
If I thought there wasn't more'n half a dozen of 'em," he
muttered, "I'd jest open that door an' begin to pour lead into
'em. But there might be twenty of 'em; an' then there's. so
many confounded traps around here that it wouldn't hardly
be safe to do it."
When he got into the room where the window was he found
Jim working at the shutter with his knife.
The wood was pretty rotten, and Dart was making great
headway at it.
In less than a minute he had loosened one of the hinges
so that it slipped ovei· and hung from the top.
Then Charlie caught hold of the shutter and pushed it off.
Out leaped Jim and after him came Wild.
Then, not waiting to be assisted, the Prairie Pearl followed.
Cheyenne Charlie was so well satisfied at the outcome of
the adventure that he took his time about getting out.
But once he was out, they all started to find the horses,
keeping well away from the house to avoid any nets or other
contrivances that might be thrown upon them.
As soon as they came in sight of the horses they started on
a run for them.
While he was afraid of nothing living, Young Wild West
was cautious about getting too close to that house.
But he meant to come back there again.
He was the first to reach his horse, and then it ' was quite
easy to catch the others.
While they were in th e act of mounting a shot rang out
from the house and a bullet clipped a lock of hair from the
head of Charlie.
Their escape had become known.
The back door was open on a crack and the barrel of a rifle
was sticking out.
'
Crack! era.ck!
Though they could not see who had fired the shot, the scout
and Dart let go at the door.
They had the satisfaction of seeing the door closed, and
then, leaping into the saddle, they rode off with the Prairie
Pearl in the lead.
Young Wild West did not say a word till they had covered
perhaps two hundred yards.
"That beats anything I -ever experienced on the prairie,"
he observed. "A fellow is apt to find such traps in the cities,
but out here on the plains!-well, it got the best of me when
I found that such things existed. No Man's Ranch, eh? Well,
I guess 1t isn't !:jaunted by goblins, after all!"
"Not much ! " exclaimed Rustling Nell. "They're a blamed
sight worse than goblins, I reclrnn!"
"What are you going' to do about this business, Wild7"
asked the scout.
"Do about it! Why, I am going to clean that gang out just
as soon as I can get hold ·of a brace of r evolvers and a knife!"
was tho reply.
"That's it!" cried Jim.
"Hadn't we better burn the building down?"
"Not right away. We want to draw them out and pick them
off. I would like to see through the place before it is destroyed.
There's no use in denying that there's a mystery to the house,
and l. want to solve the mystery to the f ull satisfaction of
the people at the settlement before the ranch is destroyed."
"Good enough!"
"It won't do to put this business off, either."
"Oh, no!"
"Oh!"
Just then Rustling Nell threw up her hand and gave a shout
It was the girl who made the exclamation, while Wild's
1
of joy.
face broke into a smile.
"Here comes my tenderfoot cousin with dad and a whole
"Is it you, eh, Charlie?" he. whispered. "Well, I am glad bunch!" she cried .
you came, for I suppose we would have had a hard time getting out of here, even if we did get rid of our bonds."
"Come right on out! We ain't got a minute to spare!" anCHAPTER IX.
swered the scout, who was so glad that he had accomplished
his purpose that he felt like shouting. "Come right on! Be
AT DAN MANTON'S RANCH.
careful, now; there's no need of ther gang knowin' we are
tryin' to git out."
Little Tom Ostberg had ridden hard when he left No Man's
Out in the hall he led them, where they met Jim.
· Ranch in such a state of fright.
Then it suddenly occurred to Charlie to go back into the
It was lucky the horse he rode knew the way to the ranch
room and put the body of the man into the room where Wild owned by the father of Rustling Nell, or it ls doubtful if he
and the girl had been confined.
would have r eached there in some time.
He did this in short order, and then laying a couple of bags
But the animal headed straight for home and arrived there
over the blood on the floor, be placed the stick back into the in quick time.

"We'll try. We must use strategy, as Wild always says in
a case of this kind."
The scout led the way out of the room into the hall.
The flooring was old and rotten and they had to be very
careful in walking, so as not to make a noise.
Once in the broad; old-fashioned hall they paused and looked
around them.
They could see a half-open door not far distant on the oppo'site side of the hall from the room they had just emerged
from, and Charlie at once h eaded for it.
He knew it was not the one they had come from when they
!made their escape from the cellar.
That was enough to make him feel anxious to see what was
inside it.
On his tiptoes he made his way to the door, Jim following
him at a safe distance.
The next minute the scout was in such a position that he
could see into the room.
One glance told him that there was a man in it.
· He w:::.s seated on a chair in front of a door that opened into
another room.
As he had a revolver in his hand, Charlie at once took it
for granted that he was guarding the door.
Motioning for Jim Dart to remain where he was, he dropped
upon bis hands and knees and began crawling into the apartment where the man sat, his back turned partially toward
him.
It was a daring thing for Cheyenne Charlie to do, but he
felt that he must risk anything to save the life of Young Wild
West, so he did not hesitate in the least.
He wanted to silence the guard without arousing the rest of
the inmates of the building.
w
To make a rnre job of it, a knife would h:i.ve to be used.
This he knew only too well.
I•
oJ
Consequently his hand was on the .!hilt <lf •lris bowie when
he started to creep in.
,r
I
Li.
It so happened that the man on guard was ·vllry sleepy". He
bad been up all night, and, feeling that it was impossible for
the boy and girl to get out of the room, he was taking a little
doze.
He did not know that Young Wild West and the Prairie
Pearl hn.cl slipped their bonds and were even now trying to
get out of tile room by some otber way tban the door.
Ancl if he had been conscious of the fact that an enemy
was creeping upon him to silence him forever, he would have
jumped to his feet and let out a cry of warning that could
have been heard a long distance.
He was all unconscious of these facts, and that meant that
his earthly ca.reer was fast coming to a close.
Cheyenne Charlie knew just where to strike.
Nearer and nearer he got to the dozing scoundrel, working
his way as stealthily as a cut creeping upon an unsuspecting
mouse.
Tho scout measured the distance carefully and then launched
himself forward like a catapult .
His left hand caught the man by the throat and the knife
in his right hand descended with a thud.
His victim gave one choking gasp and then he allowed him
to drop gently to the floor.
There was a quiver and then the muscles relaxed.
One more of the murderous gang had gone before his Maker.
The door was fastened by a hasp and staple, and, pulling
out a stick that held the hasp in place, Charlie opened the
door.
Then it was that a smothered cry of joy escaped his lips.
Before him stood Young Wild Wei:;t and the Prairie Pearl,
both on the defensive.
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The stories the little fellow had heard about No Man's Ranch
were quite enough to unnerve him, let alone what he had just
seen, and when he dismounted at the stock pen and ran to his
uncle, all out of breath and !:).is face as pale as a sheet, honest
Dan Manton, which was the name of the ranclier, was not a
little disturbed.
"Oh, uncle!" he cried; "the· goblins have got Nell over at
No Man's Ranch! I saw a man with a bull's h,ead on him
throw a net over her and drag her in the house!"
"Thunder!" exclaimed the ranchrpan. "What do you mean,
boy?"
Then Tom undertook to tell all he had seen, and the father
of the Prairie Pearl grew more excited every minute.
He, like the majority living in the settlement, was quite
superstitious, and he had more or less of a fear of No Man's
Ranch from the stories he had heard concerning the place.
But when he compreh~mded that his daughter had been captured and dragged into the house by a being that was half
man, half bull, he forgot all about his fears, and at once hastened to organize a party to go and rescue her.
The boy calmed down wonderfully by tJ:ie time the score or
more of coyboys was ready to start, and he told everything
that bad happened that morning since he left the ranch with
his fair but reckless cousin.
It was such a straight story that the ranchman and his
men were compelled to believe every word of it.
Dan Manton had heard all about Young Wild West from
the girl, and that made it plain to him why she had risked
paying the dreaded ranch a visit.
"She coaxed Young Wild West to Jet her go with hiw.," l:'aid
Tom. "He didn't ask her. He said it was nonsense abo11t
there being goblins there, and I guess she got to believe it.
I kno•."I' I did. Anyhow, I felt that if there was such thi!:lgs
there he'd shoot 'em in short order. You ought io have seen
how he knocked that bear over! He did it in one shot, too,
and the big brute hardly moved after the bullet hit him."
The party rode hard, and though they had several miles to
go, they soon came in sight of No Man's Ranch, with its
dilapidated buildings and general lonesome appearance.
But just as they sighted it in the distance who should they
see coming around a bunch of trees but the Prairie Pearl and
three hersemea !
Rancher Dan Manton. felt like leaping from the saddle and
standing on his bead when he saw his daughter wave her
hand and heard the sound of her voice.
"Why, there she is, boys!" he shouted. "There's Nell, as
sure as you're born! There's ther Prairie Pearl!"
The cowboyFJ looked at each other, apparently more than
glad that they would not have to put up a fight against any
goblins.
Then they broke into a cheer that could be heard for a mile
across the prairie.
One minute later they came to a halt and then up rode
Rustling Nell, followed by Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart.
"Here I am, dad!" she cried, waving her hands. "I've had
the greatest time you ever heard of! "
"Accordin' to what Tommy says, I reckon you hav-e," answered her father, the tears starting from his eyes as he seized
her by both hands and squeezed them affectionately.
"What did the little tenderfoot tell you, dad?"
"He said as how you was hauled into tiler back door of
ther ranch by a man with a bull's head on him.·•
"That's dead right, dad! That's just what happened. The
man with the bull's head on him threw a kind of net over
Young Wild ·west and me and yanked us from our horses in
no time. Then we were dragged into the house and put
through a course of sprouts, I kin tell you! We had an exciting time of it while we were there, but Young Wild West's
two pards managed to get us out, and here we are!"
An introduction and lots of talk followed, and finally Dan
Manton insisted on getting Wild to consent to go back to his
ranch with them.
"I reckon to-night will be a better time for you to go to
No Man's Ranc:h to solve the mystery, as you say," he remarked. "You jest come back with us. I want to show you
an' your pards to my wife. You b-eat a whole deck, includin'
ther joker, you do, Young Wild West!"
"Well, I don't know about my beating the whole deck,"
answered our hero. "But I do know for a certainty that there
are no goblins at No Man's Ranch, as some people have been
foolish enough to believe. There are somll very shrewd villains
there. though, wbo have been working a murderous game on
the innocents wilo have come that way. I am going to take
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it on myself• to clean out this gang and learn just how they
have been working things."
The men looked at him in admiration.
They were all hardy plainsmen and not afraid to fight when
lt became necessary, but they did not like to tackle things
which they regarded as supernatural.
But there was not one among them who was not willing
to go with Young Wild West to No Man's Ranch.
The fact of his having saved the life of the Prairie Pearl
from the grizzly was sufficient to make them have the greatest
respect for him.
When Dan Manton's ranch came in sight, Wild saw that
there were several anxious people on the stoop of the house.
He could tell they were anxious by the way they were walking up and down.
They consisted of the girl's mother and her elder sisters
and two or three women servants.
Rustling Nell was a favorite with them all, and thl' fact
of her being in trouble was enough to alarm them.
But when they saw her gallop ahead of the riders there -was
a waving of handkerchiefs and a general rejoicing.
Though they had not heard the full story that little Tom
Ostberg had told, they had an inkling of what had happened.
In spite of her reckless way, the Prairie Pearl had a very
tender heart.
When she leaped from her horse and was being hugged by
her mother and sisters she cried just the same as the rest of
them did.
She was but a girl, with a girl's heart, after all.
The next thing in order was the introduction o( Young Wild
West and his partners. ~
Then the story of their thrilling adventure had to be told.
The women listened ,.in amazement, while the men shook
their hands and spoke to each other in whispers.
There was a stockily-built, dark-faced man, who held an
important po ition in the ranch who did not seem to think
Young Wild West was eJ,J.titled to all the praise he was receiving.
His name was Bill Rinaldo; and he had just come in from
the grazing grounds in time to listen to the story.
"I don't think there is· anything wonderful about a young
fellow who lets himself get caught nappin' like that," he remarked so our hero could hear it.
"Never mind, Bill; you're always bound to disagree with
every one else," spoke up Dan Manton.
"Well, maybe I am . But I don't see any use of laudin' a
feller to the skies when he don't deserve it. Why, I reckon
I could learn him how to shoot an' ride, an' how to plug
grizzlies with bullets."
Wild smiled, and as the man was looking right at him, he
could not help seeing it.
"You ain't laughin' at me, are you?" he cried, his face flushing angrily.
"No, I'm not laughing," was the cool retort. "I was only
smiling. Plea.se don't get excited. I am real sorry that you
could not get along without making unpleasant remarks
about me."
"You are sorry, eh?"
"I just said so, didn't I?"
"Well, if you're sorry, why don't you go away somewhere,
so no one kin see you?"
"See here!" exclaimed Wild, stepping over to the fellow,
"if you was the owner of this ranch, I would mount my horse
and ride right away without another wo!'d; but as you are
only an emIJ,loyee, I want you to address your remarks to some
one else. If you don't, I will teach you a little manners. That
is a way I have, and it makes no difference where I am,
either."
"Huh! Well, young feller, I d.o n't own t.her ranch, but I've
got a few dollars invested in it, along with Dan Manton, so I
guess I've got something to say around here."
Manton's face turned red when this was said.
"It ain't necessary to let every one know our business, Bill,"
he said.
"Why don't you buy my share out, then?" was the quick
reply. "It w!ll only take fifteen hundred dollars to do it."
"I would if I had the money right at hand. I'd be only too
glad to do it, too."
"Well, so long as you can't do H, I'm goin' to have somethin' to say. Now, then, you Young Wild West, you jest take
a back seat. You're not wanted around here, anyway!··
"I know what's the matter with Bill Rinaldo!" cried Rustling Nell, stepping forward. "The crazy galoot is mad because
I wouldn't listen to him when he made love to me. Why, I
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This happened the day before the Prairie Pearl met Young
Wild West, and when Bill Rinaldo heard her speaking in such
glowing terms of the young deadshot he hated Young Wild
West before he had seen him.
It can be readily imagined what frame of mind the man was
in when he mounted his horse to leave the ranch he had so
long been a part owner in.
He rode on in the direction of Markdown, intending to go
there and stop for a day or so.
When about halfway there he met a horseman whom he
knew quite well.
It was no other than Lank Forbes, the bully-the fellow
Wild had given such a rough handling in front of the supply
store at the settlement.
"Hello, Bill!" called out Forbes. "What's ther matter with
you? I never see you look so downhearted afore."
"Mebbe I've got reason to be downhearted," was the reply.
"What's ther matter with you? I see your face is putty well
bruised up."
"Oh! A boy named Young Wild West done that to me yesterday. I'm around lookin' fur him now. I want to get a
chance at him, an' if I do I'll bet he won't wallop me, or anybody else ag'in!"
"A feller named Young Wild West done it, did you say?"
gasped Rinaldo. "Why, Lank, he's ther very one what fixed
me up jest a little while ago at Manton's Ranch."
"You don't mean it!"
"It's a fact."
"Young Wild West is a regular wonder when it comes to
handlin' a man, ain't he?"
"Ther greatest I ever seen!"
The spark of sympathy being ignited, the two got on the
best of terms.
They talked away for half an hour, and at the expiration of
that time they had come to the conclusion that they both
wanted revenge on Young Wild West, and that they would
not be satisfied till they got it.
Neither spoke outright of killing him, but it was the purpose of both to do lt if they could.
When Forbea heard what Young Wild West had been doing
since he left the settlement that morning he opened wide his
eyes.
"Then there ain't no spooks around No Man's Ranch?"
questioned the bully.
"No," was the reply. "There's a bad gi,ng there what's
playin' tricks an' rob bin' people what come along, I guess."
"Do you think that i;; a fact?"
"I feel quite sure of it."
"Wouldn"t it be great if we could go an· git in with them
feliers at No Man's Ranch? You say Young Wild West intends
to go there to-night to clean ·em out-wouldn't they be glad to
know that, so they could be on the lookout?"
"By Jove!" exclaimed Bill Rinaldo, delightedly. "Do you
think it could be done, Lank?"
"We tin try, anyhow."
"Yes, but we don't want to venture too close to ther blamed
old house, either."
"We'll ride up near enough for them to sec us, an' then we'll
hoist up a handkerchief. I kin put it on ther encl of my rifle
barrel."
All right! Let's git over there right away, then. It's putty
"Yes!''
In a few minutes the whole thing was settled, and then near noon, an' it may be that we kin strike some grub over
Bill Rinaldo gathered up his belongings, and, mounting his there.·•
The two rascals struck out on a bee-line for No Man's
horse, left the ranch.
•
Ranch .
The feeling for revenge was leading them on, and it was safe
to say that they were bound to become first-class villains, even
CHAPTER X.
if they had not decided to go over to the ranch that had a
mystery hanging over it.
BAXD.
HIS
AND
CAPTAIN BULL
They rode to within one hundred yards of the house after
Bill Rinaldo had really oeen a pretty fair sort of a man reaching the ranch property, and then they came to a halt.
Lank Forbes produced a handkerchief that was not as white
until he fell in love with pretty Nell Manton, the Prairie Pearl.
He had been associated with her father for a long time and as it might have been, and fastened it to the muzzle of the
short carbine he carried.
had watched her grow up from a child.
Then he held it up and waved it back and 'forth several
Her frivolous, harum-scarum nature charmed him until it
times.
asserted itself by making fun of him.
At first there was no notice taken bf it, but after a while
Then at last he could stand it no longer and he proposed
they saw a man approaching on horseback who had evidently
marriage to the girl.
She had laughed at him at the start, but when he became left the house from .l,e back and rode around into view.
"Hello, stranger!·· called out Forb;:s. "Is there a C'hance for
terrib)y in earnest, she had given him a pretty str.ong lecture
in her own peculiar way, the substance of which was for him us to git anything to·eat in tber ranch?"
"I guess not," was t 1ie evasive reply. "I don't think there
to '"mind his own business and not talk about such thirrgs
is any one livin;:: there. "
as ioYe. or he'd surely 1?;et into trouble.•·

wouldn't wipe my feet on him! The poor fool tfiinks Young
·wild West has got the inside track of him, when there's only
one fellow in the world for me, and he ain't here!"
This remark so enraged Rinaldo that he turned upon Wild
and drew his knife.
But he did not even get a chance to use it!
Spat! Wild's fist ca1.1ght him squarely in the mouth and
he staggered back and fell to the ground.
Tho boy followed him up and kicked the knife from his
hand and then stood over him waiting for him to get up.
"You are the most contemptible fellow I have met in some
time for one who is posing as an honest man," he said. "Get
up and apologize for your ungentlemanly conduct to all hands,
or I will thrash you within an inch of your life!"
Rinaldo let out a growl like that of a wounded bear, and
staggered to his feet.
But, instead of apologizing, he seized our hero about the
waist and made an effort to dash him to the ground.
But he had made the mistake of his life, for the instant
he caught hold of Wild the boy's hands grasped him and his
form became as rigid as a post.
When the man failed in his first attempt to throw him, he
strove to get a better hold, and in doing that he lost all chance
of accomplishing his purpose.
Young Wild We&t got his left arm across the front of his
neck and grasped him by the thigh with the other.
Then he began to pull and press at the same time.
This was more than Rinaldo could stand, and he tried hard
to get still another hold.
Then there was a quick movewent on the part of the athletic
boy and up went the man's heels in the air.
Thud!
He came down upon the ground with a bang that fairly
jarred him.
A rousing cheer went up from all hands, the voice of the
Prairie Pearl ringing out above all the rest.
But Young Wild West paid no attention to the cheering.
He felt that it was his duty to give the man a thrashing, or
elEe make him apologize, and when he felt that way he generally settled things to his full satisfaction.
He waited for Rinaldo to get up, watching that he did not
pull a shooter, meanwhile, and when he was on his feet again
he struck out with his right fist and knocked him down.
"You are going to apologize," said he, speaking as though
he was not the least bit angered, though in truth .he was considerably stirred up.
"All right? I'll-I'll apologize!" called out the ma.n in a
humble and excited voice.
"Very well, then, do so!"
Bill Rinaldo got on his knees, and, facing the crowd, told
them he was sorry for acting the way he had, promising them
never to do so again.
When he had done this, Wild turned to Dan Manton and
said:
·' Mr. Manton, I would like to loan you fifteen hundred dollars to buy this man's share of the ranch. I will give you a
draft on the bank at Cheyenne, if he will accept it. All I want
is lawful interest, and you can haye the money for two years,
if you like."
"I'll accept that offer!·• said Manton. "Bill, will you accept
1;oung Wild West·s draft?"
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"There must be, accordin' to what we heard a little while
ago.·•
"What did you hear?"
"We heard that you had four people in here, an' that they
all got away an' killed two of your men for you. The young
feller with the long hair is comin' back here to-night to clean
you out, too."
"I don't know what you are talkin' about," said the man,
uneasily. "I am a stranger in these parts. I just rode up
to that house and tried to get in, but it is entirely empty, as
far as a human being is concerned. I can't make out what you
are talking about."
"I guess you know, all right," spoke up Gill Rinaldo. "S'pose
we tell you that we are after Young Wild West, an' that we
are bound to git square with him for somethin' he done to uswhat then?"
"Who is Youi,.g Wild West?" asked the man.
"Ther young fell er what was with ther gal when you collared 'em an' put 'em in a dark room."
The man looked at him sharply when he said this.
"See here, my friend," said he, suddenly, "are you afraid to
die?"
"Afraid to die! " echoed the two villains in a breath.
"Yes, afraid to die."
"I don't know what you mean," faltered Bill Rinaldo.
"I spoke it plainly enough, didn't I?"
"Well, yes."
"Then answer the question."
"Well, I s'-pose I am afraid to die."
"Come on with me, then. If you had said no I would have
let you go on about your business."
The rascals looked at each other.
"Are you gain' to take us inside ther ranch?" questioned
Lank Forbes.
"Yes, come on!"
They shrugged their shoulders and hesitated.
"You are not afraid to go in there, are you?"
"Not as your friends we ain't."
"Well, you are going in as my friends."
"You mean that?''
"I certainly do. If I had not concluded that you were just
the kind of men I wanted I should not have invited you in the
ranch. Come on, now! "
He turned his horse and they followed almost mechanically.
Straight for the front of the house they rode, and when they
were right at the low stoop the big door suddenly opened.
Into the building rode the leader.
"Come on!" he cried. "Don't hesitate now, for he who hesitates is lost."
Pretty badly scared, the two rascals rode through the doorway, ducking their heads to prevent them from being hit by
the top of the frame as they did so.
Then the door slammed shut and three men suddenly ap•
peared.
"Here are· two fellows who have come over to tell us that a
raid is to be made on us to-night, boys!" exclaimed the man
who had conducted them there.
He was no other than the leader of the mysterious gang that
inhabited the ranch-the half man, half bull.
He went by the name of Captain Bull, and he was a sort of
fanatic on things that were weird and mysterious.
About three months before he had taken possession of the
ranch, finding an old hag living there alone, who admitted that
she had been frightening people away by giving them the impression that the ranch was haunted.
Captain Bull saw a chance to make money by killing and
plundering the unsuspected ones who came that way, and to
frighten others who might interfere with him away.
He had started right in to perfect his arrangements.
He had been the means of murdering four or five travelers,
and now he was just desperate enough to stay there and fight
against a regiment, if it came to the point.
Of the fiendish contrivances he had rigged in and about the
house we will tell of later on.
"Strangers," said the captain, looking Forbes and Rinaldo
squarely in the eyes and speaking in a sepulchral voice, "are
you aware that no honest man who comes to th-is ranch ever
goes away from it, dead or alive?"
They made no answer.
"If you have come here for the purpose of learning what
is here and go back to those on Manton's ranch and report it,
you have made a big mistake."
"Oh! we didn't do that. Let me tell my story, won't you?"
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Rinaldo was so earnest when he said this that Captain Bull
told him to go ahead.
He told it all, even to the part where he had fallen in love
with the Prairie Pearl, and the captain and his three men
listened attentively.
They believed the story, too.
T11en Lank Forbes told what he had against Young Wild
West.
"I was ther boss of ther settlement afore he come there,"
he concluded. "Now, there ain't no use of me stayin' around
there any more, 'cause they ain't afraid of me, like they was."
"Well, do you want to join in with us and kill those who are
coming here to clean us out to-night?"
"Yes!" they answered, unhesitatingly.
They did not dare to answer no, for fear they would be put
out of the way instantly.
"Good! Prepare them to tak·e the oath, men!"
The horses were led to the further end of the building, where
there was nothing but a floor of clay and where there were
more steeds stabled, and then Forbes and Rinaldo were securely blindfolded.
The ranch building was a large one and contained many
rooms.
Into _one of the larger ones the two candidates were conducted.
They were kept here in silence for perhaps fifteen minutes.
Then they heard the steady tramp of feet around them
and the hoodwinks were removed from their eyes.
'l'he rascals found themselves standing in about the center
1
of the room.
In a semicircle before them were five peculiar looking figures.
Four of them wore bags over their heads, the same as has
already been described, and the "fifth was the captain with the
bull's head on.
The room was a dark one, situated somewhere in the center
of the building, and a lantern had been lighted and suspended
from the ceiling.
Neither of the candidates possessed any overplus of nerve,
and as they looked around at the strange picture, they felt
not exactly comfortable.
"Your names, strangers!" said the captain in a slow, measured tone of voice.
"Lank Forbes."
"Bill Rinaldo."
"Your ages?"
"Forty-one."
"Forty-three."
"You wish to join the band of Captain Bull?"
"Yes."

"Then hold up your hands and repeat after me an obligation
that will hold you to me so long as you shall live."
Then followed an oath that was long and fearful in the wording.
The two rascals managed to repeat it to the satisfaction of
Captain Bull, however, and then they were declared members
of the band.
When this was done they were shown over the building from
cellar to garret, and many were the things they saw that made
them open their eyes.
But when they were told that if their enemies were put out
of the way there would be lots of money to be made, they
felt glad that they had come to the ranch and joined the band.

CHAPTER XI.
SOME SPORT INDULGED IX.

Dan Manton, the ranchman, was so elated at having got rid
of his partner that he decided to hold a celebration in honor
of the event.
"I will be able to pay you back your money inside of a year,"
he said to Young Wild West. "I have been thinlring of borrowing the money for some time, but had no idea he would sell out
as cheaply as that. I am awful glad we've got rid of Rinaldo,
for I never did think he was honest."
"Well, I am not afraid to trust you for a moment," our hero
answered. "I think I can tell what sort of a mun you are.
I only needed to take a good look at you. Just rest easy on
the paying-off part and work your ranch to the best advan•
tage."
"I will. But say, Young Wild West."
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"What is it, sir?"
"I'm goin' to git ther fiddler out an' we'll have a regular
cowboy ~ance."
"Go ahead "
"An' after' tha t we will have a dinner of roast pork. I've
got a shoat roa?tin' in ther big stone oven now."
"That will be fine."
"You bet it will! An' plenty of good applesass to go with it,
an' ther bread that my wife au' darters make! I reckon you'll
enjoy it all right."
Wild concluded he would, when he came to think of it.
Manton started right in to get the fun going.
One of the cowboys had a violin and knew how to play it
pretty well.
The rest of the men who were not doing duty just then
hastened to get on their best rigs, for they knew what was
coming.
There was going to be a hot time, and they knew there
would be plenty of corn whisky in evidence, for Manton was
a drinking man, though he seldom took more than he wanted.
A cowboy who does not like whisky is a rare article, and
though the habit is no do11bt a bad one, it would be hard to
make him believe it.
Our three friends made themselves right at home.
The women at the ranch used them like lords.
When the fiddle struck up, the Prairie Pearl, who had donned
a regular hunting costume, leaped on the back of her horse
and began putting the animal through all sorts of maneuvers.
She had the horse trained and she certainly did some wonderful tricks.
"Kin your horse waltz, Young Wild West?" she called out
when she had tired of doing the tricks.
"Yes," answered Wild. "He can do almost anything that
any horse can do."
"Well, whoop her up, then, and be my partner for a waltz!
I'm a hair-pin that can' t be bent when it comes to waltzin'
on horseback! If you don't know the game I'll soon show
yoll."
Will needed no ' second invitation.
When there was any fun going on he liked to have a hand
in it.
He was soon on the back of the handsome sorrel, and then
he showed Rustling Nell that she was not the only one who
knew how to waltz.
Away went the mounted couple to the strains of the "Blue
Danube" that the fiddler managed to turn out in pretty good
shape.
They had not made more than half a dozen turns when the
lookers-on were applauding loudly.
It was the first time the Prairie Pearl had met a partner
who could do the dance with her.
For nearly ten minutes they kept it up, the horses going
through the evolutions without a single break.
When they came to a stop Dan Manton threw his hat in the
air and sat down on the grass completely exhausted, from the
vociferous applause he had been giving.
"It beats anything I ever seen," he panted. "Ain't Young
Wild West a wonder, though? Fetch out ther hard cider an'
th er corn juice whisky; I'm dry after seein' that."
Then the jollification began in earnest.
It was just about this time that a horseman was discovere~
approaching the house.
He was riding along at an easy canter, and when Rustling
Nell caught sight of him she uttered a loud whoop and galloped out to meet him.
Our friends watched her, and when she reined up her steed
at the side of the newcomer, she grabbed him about the neck
and gave him a rousing kiss.
" That's her lover, I'll bet!" said Wild to Charlie and Jim.
"She was telling me about him. She said she had promised
to marry him as soon as he learned to ride and shoot as well
as she could."
"He seems to ride that horse putty well," retorted the scout.
"I don't think he kin ride with her, though, for she is a regular whip at the game."
The next minute the young couple came riding up to where
the celebration was taking place.
"Hooray! " cried the Prairie Pearl at the top of her voice.
"This is Percy Lennox right from Cheyenne! Ain't he a
•
beauty, boys?"
Then she gave him another smack, which the young fellow
did not seem to mind in the least.

It was evident that he was used to her rough-and-ready
ways.
Manton and his wife and remaining daughters at once
hastened to greet the visitor.
They were very glad to see him.
When his hand had been nearly shaken from his wrist by
the welcome he received, Rustling Nell faced him toward our
three friends and said:
"Percy, this is Young Wild West an' his pards, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart. They're good-looking fellows, ain't
they? If it wasn't that I thought so much of you, an' that
Young Wild West has a sweetheart home in the Black Hills,
I believe I'd have tumbled head-over-heels in love with him.
But you're the only man for me, Percy, even if you are a
nickel-plated tenderfoot! Shake hands, gents!"
They did shake hands then, and our friends were very favorably impressed with the young merchant horn Cheyenne.
Then little Tom Ostberg stepped up.
"I'm glad to meet you, Percy," he said, familiarly. "I've
heard Nell talk so much about you that I seem to have known
you for a long while. You are all right. Can you shoot as
good as Nell yet?"
"I have an idea that I can, " was the reply. "I am willing to
give her a trial any time she is ready."
"Do it right now, then!" exclaimed Dan Manton, who had
taken a couple of stiff horns and was in the right humor for
more sport. "Do it right now."
"All right!" cried his reckless daughter. "We'll shoot ther
match right now, and Young Wild West 13hall be ther referee."
This was satisfactory to every one, so when the young man
had dismounted and treated himself to a good washing to get
rid of the dust of travel, he came out, rifle in hand.
·wild soon made a target from a piece of board, and, riding
off to a distance of two hundred yards, he stuck it in the
ground so it could be readily seen.
"Go ahead an' shoot, Percy," said Ru stling Nell.
"You first," was the reply. "I am to shoot as well as you
do, you know."
"Oh! All right, then! Here goes!"
She toed the scratch and raised her rifle to her shoulder.
Crack!
'' An Inch from ther bull's-eye! " came from the cowboy who
was In attendance.
Again she fired.
·• A trifle nearer," was the report this time.
She was only to shoot three times, so she nerved herself to
hit the bull's-eye when the rifle went to her shoulder for the
last shot.
"Jest teched ther edge of ther bull's-eye!" yelled the cowboy, swinging his hat in the air. "I reckon that can't be beat
much."
Percy Lennox stepped up with a smile of confidence.
"I'd hate to beat you, Nell," he said.
"Go ahead! If you do you kin have me for your bride as
soon as I kin git my weddin' outfit made."
"Do you mean that? "
"I mean it, of course."
"Well, i! I beat you I shall hold you to that."
"Go ahead, I say!"
The young man took careful aim and scored a bull's-eye the
first shot.
"How do you feel now, Nell?" he asked, tantalizingly.
"Bully! Go ahead again!"
Crack!
Once more Percy fired.
"Another bull's-eye--a dead center!" called out the man in
attendance.
All eyes were turned upon the Prairie Pearl now.
But she seemed delighted rather than discomfited.
"Go ahead and shoot again,•· she said, calmly.
Percy did so and hit the bull's-eye on the edge.
"Ther ni ckel-plated tenderfoot wins, I reckon!" cried Cheyenne Char1ie.
"Yes," spoke up Young Wild West, "I must award the match
to Mr. P ercy Lennox, of Cheyenne."
"Percy, " said Nell, wa lking up to him, "if you hadn"t beat
me I would have been ashamed of you. I did my best, too."
"Then you -are satisfied and will keep your word?"
"Of course I will! Did any one ever hear of Rustling Nell
going back on her word?"
She turned to the cowboys as she asked this question.
"No-no!" came the answer in a chorus.
The couple walked away, and as soon as they could get clear
of t~1e crowd went into the house.
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The cowboy who had been attending to the target rode in
When they were ready to start the Prairie Pearl came out
with the remark that he didn't believe there was any one on with her horse, a ccompanied by Percy Lennox.
the grounds who could beat the score made by Percy.
"We're going along, too, Young Wild West," she said, quiThis started an argument right away, and soon half a doz en etly. "We want to get a shot at that man with the bull's
wanted to show how well they could shoot.
head."
In five minutes more they were betting t heir money on th e
Knowing her as well as he did, our hero did not try to per~
result.
suade her to stay home.
Wild good-naturedly acted as jud ge for th em, and the result
He was certain that he would simply be wasting words.
was that the man who had been the first t o start the argument
She would go, anyway.
prnved to be the best shot among them.
·
It was her nature to do as she pleased.
He was much elated, and when he had imbibed a couple of
So when they rode off she was riding well in the front, her
drinks from the big demijohn that sat on the grass he walked lover by h er side.
over to Wild and challenged him to shoot.
Wild ha.d not formed any plan of action as yet.
"I don 't feel exactly in the humor, " Wild answered, with a
He thought it advisable to depend upon circumstances to a
smile. ''Try my partners. Either of them can beat you, I certain extent.
think."
It was a moonlight night, and in the crisp November air it
"What! •· cried the cowboy. "You don't think that, do you?" was guite pleasant to ride.
•
"Yes, I thtnk that either Chatlie or Jim can beat your
In due time they came in sight of No Man's Ranch.
score."
Cheyenne Charlie now made a suggestion.
"I'll bet fifty dollars neither one of 'em can't."
"Let us go over to ther shed over there," he said . "When
"Just keep your money in your pock et. I don't want to bet me an' Jim str!lck there yesterday we found ther fr esh prints
you. But they will how yo u, just the same. You will see of a horse's hoofs . It might do to look th ere now."
how foolish you were to offer to bet, then."
·
'· All ri ght," answered Wild. "We will go there first."
Charlie and Jim raised no objections whatever, and when
In a minute or so they had rounded the big barn and reached
they both shot it was found that they beat the man's score the shed near the broken cattle pen.
easily.
Just then a blinding light flashed in front of them, and the
He was a much surprised man, for he was really quite a good next instant the head and horns of a bull appeared in front of
shot.
Young Wild West.
But both Charlie and Jim were above the average in shootActing on a sudden impulse, our hero grabbed his lariat and
ing.
let the coils go at the object.
"You fellers are all right," said the cowboy. "I never squeal
The result was all that could be wished for.
when I gits downed. I s'pose you kin beat their shots, eh,
The lariat became en tangled about the object, and then Wild
Young Wild West?"
quickly jerked it from its feet.
" I might," answered our hero, with a smile.. ''.But I won't
Charlie and Jim were out of the saddle instantly.
shoot at the target and I won't use a rifle just now. J will
'fhey sprang upon the struggling form and soon had it in
show you something with a revolver. Have you got a silver their power.
dollar in your clothe$'\' "
"Drag him from beneath the shed," said Wild, and they
"Oh, yes! "
promptly did so.
"Produce it."
" I ·r eckon we've got one of ther measly coyotes, anyhow!"
The man did so.
exclaimed the scout, in a tone of triumph.
"Now," said Wild, drawing his r evolver, " just throw the
"Yes, and the head one, if I am not mistaken."
dollar straight up as high as you can."
1 Wild did not say a word until the man, who was no other
"Say when you're ready."
! t han Captain Bull, had been dragged fully fifty yards a.way
"Now!"
from the shed.
Up went the silver coin, spinning around in the rays of the
Then he dismounted.
noonday sun and shining brightly.
Walking up to the hideous-looking form, he seized the horns
As it started to descend after r eaching its height, Wild's of the bull's head and tore it off.
revolver cracked.
·
The pale face of a man was disclosed.
Up went the dolla r fully ten feet higher.
"Don"t kill me!" he pleaded. "I'll give up. My scheme did
Crack!
not work this time. Don't kill me."
Again he hit it, sending it up again.
"There is only one thing that you can do to save your life
Then when it was half-way to the ground he fired once more. for a little while," answered Wild, coolly gazing at him.
The bullet stru ck it squarely ami it went up strai gh t in the
"What is that?"
air.
This was asked eagerly.
The boy did not fire aga in, but deftly caught the coin in his
"Lead us to the door of the hcuse and order your men to
hand when it came down.
corn!\ out and give themselves up.,, .
"There you are!" he said, as he handed it over to the owner.
"I will do that, but I don't believe they will give in without
"There are three bullet marks on it-two on the face and a fight."
one on th e milled edge. "
'·If they refuse to surrender we will burn the house and
The cowboys were electrified with excitement.
shoot them as they come out. "
Never had they seen such wonderful shooting before.
T he captain thought a moment.
He bad lo t all the wonderful n erve he had possessed when
he took in the two new members that day.
When he had the upper hand he was bold as a lion, but when J
he was in the power of his enemies he was like a frightened
CHAPTER XII.
jackal.
·
He knew that a rope would be apt to be put around his
CONCLUSION.
neck.
He cast his eyes in the direction of the shed where he had
Young Wild West was admired by every one of the cowboys
been captured.
after the wonderful shooting he had done.
Our hero noticed this, and he call ed on Jim Dart to follow
Not that they had not the gr eatest respect for him before, but
him there.
now they tnought he was som ething out of the ordinary.
They wanted him to shoot with the rifle, but he declined to
The two rode over.
do so, a nd, after a while, when dinner was ready, he got a
Jim struck a match as they dismounted, and then almost the
chance to leave them .
first thing they saw was a big opening in the ground in a
It was certainly a tempting meal that the wife a nd daughters corner right where the leader of the villainous gang had been
captured .
of the ranchman had prepared .
The afternoon was nearly half gone when our friends got
"Ah! " exclaimed Wild--; "that exp lains one of the mysteries.
up from tile table.
There is a passage leading to the house from here."
Then, while the rowboys made merry outside, they took
Jim lit another match and then shook his head in the
things easy to give the food a chance to digest.
affirmative.
Just before dark Wild picked out six men to accompany them
"You are right," he answered. "It looks to me as though a
to No !\fan's Ranch.
trench has been dug, and then covered with boards and dirt.
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It is fully a hundred yards to the house, and it must have
taken them some little time to do it."
"Well, just call some of the men over here and you guard
this place with them. It may be that the villains might attempt to come out this way."
Jim did as he was told.
Then Wild rode back, and; selecting Charlie to accompany
him, made for the front door of the house.
He called out for two of the men to bring the prisoner along.
When they got him there our hero turned to him and said:
"Call upon your men to surrender, or you will be hanged to
the nearest tree in double-quick time!"
Captain Bull at once shouted:
"It's all up, boys! They have got me, so you may as well
giver in."
There was no answer.
Wild jumped down from his horse.
"See here!" he exclaimed, taking the prisoner by the collar.
"Is there any danger if we open that door, other than the bullets that might be sent at us?"
"No!" was the trembling answer;' "not from this side."
"You are certain of that?"
"Yes, I am telling you the truth."
"Stand up here!"
Charlie lifted him to his feet.
"Burst in that door, boys!"
A couple of cowb-Oys soon found a piece of timber and they
used it as a battering-ram against the door.
As strong as it was, it could not withstand such treatment
and It soon gave way with a crash.
Almost at the same instant the sound of shooting came fron;
the shed.
Then a yell went up fr-0m the cowboys.
"They have tried to get out that way," sa:id Wild, a grim
smile playing about his lips. '·Well, I guess we have worked
things out pretty easily after all."
Just then they saw a light coming toward them.
It was a lantern in the hands of an old woman, as they soon
made out.
"Don't kill me!" she pleaded. "I ain't done nothin' wrong."
She was quickly seized and bound.
They did not intend to allow any one to make their escape
from the ranch.
"Are there any men in the house?" Wild demanded of her.
"No, sir," she answered; "they have all gone out, sir."
"Which way did they go?"
"Through the passage to the shed, sir." .
Wild did not know whether to believe her or not.
After a moment's thought he decided to stay there till daylight.
Then he would make a thorough investigation of the premises.
He had no sooner come to this conclusion than he gave the
word to the rest.
Jim Dart soon came over.
"We have got them all, I guess," he said. "There is only six
of them, all told. Two of them we have met before, too."
"Who are they, Jim?"
"Lank Forbes, the bully you thrashed, and Bill Rinald-0, the
man who sold out to Dan Manton this morning."
"The dickens y-0u say!"
"Go over there and have a talk with them."
"I will."
He went over to the shed and found it just as Dart had said.
Both Forbes and Rinaldo were only too glad to make a clean
breast o! all they knew ab-Out No Man's Ranch.
When he had heard their stories, t-Old separately a.nd not

I

within hearing of each other, he changed his mind about remaining there all night.
As Manton's ranch was the nearest place to them, he decided to take the prisoners over there, and then come back In
the morning and examine the premises.
Half an hour later they were on their way to Manton's, the
Prairie Pearl and Percy Lennox leading the way.
Somehow the girl lost con~iderable of her reckless manner
since her lover had beat her shooting.
"I know what's ther matter," said Cheyenne Charlie, with a
chuckle, "she's in love."
This might have been the case.
The next morning Young Wild West led a whole crowd over
to No Man's Ranch, taking Captain Bull with them.
The villain confessed all, and even showed them the workings of the traps he had constructed.
The throwing -0f the silk net was easily explained when it
was found that it had some lead !}alls attached to it to force it
through the air when it was once propelled forward.
The trap-door in the floor of the hall near the rear door was
nothing wonderful, since all a man had to do was to pull a
rope and let It down when there was any weight upon it.
The trench which had been dug from the cella,r of the house
to the shed and covered with boards and earth was probably
about the best contrivance of all.
It gave the ingenious villains an opportunity to make mysterious things occur in the shed and frighten people who happened to come there; while, at the same time, it gave them
another way of getting in and out of the house.
The brilliant flashes of light that had' been seen were caused
by common fireworks.
With this explanation the mystery of No Man's Ranch was
not such a deep one after all.
There is but little more to add to our story.
. The prisoners were taken to Markdown after the ranch had
been seaq:hed and b-Odies found in the deep pit in the cellar.
Judge Lynch promptly took them in hand and they were
hanged to the big tree in front of the supply store.
Then Wild Jed a crowd over to No Man's Ranch, and it was
set on fire and burned to the ground.
The next morning while our friends were in the hotel at
the settlement telling the proprietor just how they had solved
the mystery of No Man's R~nch, Dan Manton, the ranchma·n,
came in.
"Young Wild West," said he, "I want to ask your advice on
somethin'."
"What is it?"
"Do you think my gal Nell is old enough to git married?"
"Yes, if she is inclined that way," he unhesitatingly answered.
"That's right, Young Wild West!" came from the outside,
where the girl was listening. "I knew you would say that. I
reckon you think I'm pretty well able to take care of myself,
don't y-0u?"
"Oh, yes! So long as there are no bears around you are all
right, Prairie Pearl."
Everybody expected the girl to answer, but she did not.
When the Prairie Pearl quit having her say that wound
things up. Soon afterward Wild and his friends went on to
Cheyenne and transacted the business they had in view.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST ON A
CROOKED TRAIL; OR, LOST ON THEJ ALKALI DESERT."
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CURRENT NEWS
Warden Sale of the North Carolina Penitentiary died
of apoplexy after he had superintended the electrocution
of two negroes. The warden appeared agitated as he unstrapped the bodies of the men from the electric chair and
shortlv afterwa'rd became unconscious. He was dead when
physi~ians re.ached him. The doctors said that nervous
strain incident to the double execution undoubtedly caused
his death.
As a result of feeding fires under boil~s operating at
175 per cent. rating, the firemen of a Middle West electric
power plant suffered from blisters on the exposed parts of
their bodies. The company solved the difficulty by providing the firemen with long-handled, square-ended coal
shovels which, while n'ot impairing the dexterity with
which the toilers fed the fire, saved the men from the intense heat.
Almand Vade-Boucoeur, of Woonsocket, R. I., is dead
and Henry Cassavant is dangerously ill after eating cream
puffs supposed to have been poisoned and sent through the
mails to Cassavant. The package was addressed in a
woman's writing and postmarks show it was mailed here.
Although Cassavant ate two of the three puffs in the package and Yade-Boucoeur ate only one, the latter died soon
,a fter a physician was called, while his friend may recover.
Bv a unanimous vote, the stockholders of the Baltimore
Fecl~ral L eague Club empowered the board of directors of
thP. organization to raise $50,000 for lhe purpose of pressing the so-called anti-trust suit before J udgc K . :M:. Landis
in~Chicago and to set in motion any other litigation looking toward the securing of the rights of the local owners.
The same vore carried with it the power for the directors
to sell or otherwise di8pose of the leasehold estate of the
corporation in the ball park at York Road and Twentyninth street.
Andrew Schimmer, sixty-five years old, of No. 272 Lorimer street, Williamsburg, N. Y., drew $1,000 from the
German Savings Bank and started toward his home. Only
a few steps from the ·bank two men greeted him. "I've
been looki1i.g all over for you," exclaimed one. "I have
$10,000 to put away and want you to recommend a goo.cl
bank." Schimmer not only recommended the bank he bad
just left, but volunteered to take the $1tl,000 there and
leave his $1,000 with his supposed friends . He did. 'iVhen
he returned both "friends" and the $1,boo were gone. The
"$10,000" was mostly blank paper with a couple of $i
bills on the ol1tside of the roll.
After rendering the Government eighteen years of service the naval collier ,Justin has been sold at a profit of
about $70,000. The coll icr was p'lrchascd during the
Spanish-American war for $145,000 and was sold by the

Government for $216,G00. The most rem arkable feature
of the sale is that the ship cannot be used in coastwise
trade, as she was foreign built. As a collier for the navy
the Justin passed her clays of usefulness some years ago .
It is understood that the Secretary of the Navy may offer
some of the other older colliers for sale in the near future .
Repairs. changes and additions to the Justin up to June
30, 1915, cost Uncle _Sam $308,'>,08 .37.
One of the most remarkable geological freaks in M:exico
is a mountain situated on the outskirts of Pachuca which
represents the appearance at a distance of being covered
with spikes. The sides of the mountain are closely studded
with stone columns or palisa<les. These columns are five
to twelve feet long and as large around as an average
man's body. It is a remark able uplift of nature, which
bas the appearance, however, of being the handiwork of
human being-s. One sicle of the mountain is almost perpendicular ;ncl the stone columns protrude from the surface at right angles, forming an impressive picture. The
stone is as hard as flint and has withstood the elements
for ages. The spikes form a natural battlement that
makes the mountain appear from a distance like some
ancient fort.
While the winding of one's watch would seem to call for
but a small, amount·of f)nergy, it assumes a most significant
aRpcct when multiplied several hundred times, as in the
instance of a watch repairing concern in New York City,
part of whose work it is to wind 700 watches or more
each day . To facilitate the work the firm makes use of an
electric motor which drives a small, felt-lined socket
through friction drive. It is only necessary to start up
the motor and hold the st€m of a watch aga.inst the feltlined socket to wind the timepiece. When the watch is
completely wound, the tightened spring overcomes the
pressure between the motor pulley and the friction disk,
with the result that slippage takes place. Simple as this
electric watch-winding equipment is, it has replaced several men formerly required for the work.
A New ' England chemist has succeeded in solidifying
naphtha on a commercial scale, and is putting it on the
market in compression-top cans, as a household commodity. The naphtha, which is solidified by a process analogous
to saponification, has much the same appearance as vaseline, and is of about the same consistency. It is claimed
that it has many virtues which are foreign to the liquid
hyclro-carbon, chief among them being its solubility in
water, which, combined with the fact that it has all of
the grease-removing qualities of liquid naphtha, renders
it a highly efficacious article when used in the laundry.
tJsed undiluted, it is said to be ideal for taking spots out
of clothes, cleaning and polishing furniture, automobile
bodies, etc . It burns readily, but, not being highly volatile, will not explode under ordill&IJ co~JIL
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Charley, t e Cattle King
-

OR -

,

THE BOY ·wHo OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
I

(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XIV (continued)
He hurried the broncho over to Uncle Joe's store.
T here were more people on the street now than there
h;:id been, and all eye::; were turned toward him.
Charley mnde faRt to the hitching-bar alongside the reel
mare which remained undisturbed.
"Kid" Carter came out of the store as he turnecl away
.
from the bar.
"Carrie told me to tell you that she would be ready in
a few minutes, bo.s," said the clerk, in a tone of immense
respect.
"Go to her at once and tell her that a few minutes won't
do ; she must come now!" cried Charley.
"Right," said the kid, and he hurried off upstairs.
Charley waited with anxious heart.
He could hear the approaching horsemen still more
plainly. They were close upon the town . It could only
be a few minutes before he would have his hands full of
·
trouble.
Just then the window over the store went up and Carrie
looked out.
"Is the girl crazy?" thought Charley, disgusted.
"Oh, say, Charley, I'm just getting a few things together I" she called down. "I'll be with you in a minute.
What's the rush?"
"The haste is that they are corning. They are right
here now!" answered Charley.
"Goodness!" cried Carrie, with a shrill scream; "you
don't mean to say so I do hear some on~ coming. That's
right ! Well, I 'll be down as soon a. ever I can !"
Thus saying, Carrie slammed down the window and disappeared
"Oonfqund her!" muttered Charley. "She'll spoil the
whole busin,ess ,.,
At the same instant K id Carter came hurrying out.
"Boss, what's the row?" he d.emancled. "ls them Navajos really coming down on us to-night? Carrie was
saying something about it. I couldn't believe it, though.
Never kn.owed them to touch Vista City."
"Well, you will know it to-night, then!" cried Charley.
" Come here, kid; I want to speak to you."
"Not the way you talked to Tom Peterson. I'm not in
it on the cl.raw, boss; all I know anything about is tending
store. Glad you plugged Tom, though. He's been· en tirely too fresh lately. This will tone him down a few
pegs."
"I want you to help me get these horses a.round behind

the store!" crie{i Charley. "There's a couple of dollars in
it for you if you are spry."
K othrng more w2.s needed. The kid jumped in to help
and they hurried the horses around on the other strett,
where there were a few scattered houses. Beyond that lay
tl1e le,·cl plain, which extended off to Charley s range.
There was a big cottonwood tree here, and, leaving the
kid to hold the horses, Charley r::in back after Carrie.
II e was just in time to see 1.he Indian _band come in, fo r
j11 st then they .struck the town.
They were mounted on sturdy little bronchos and numbered some twenty-odd.
Each man was masked by a strip of black -::loth tied under his nose. E, ery face was daubed with paint and every
man wore feathers in his big white felt hat.
Probably half of them were not Indians, hut there was
no telling whether they were or not.
"Yah ! Y ah ! Yah !" they yelled, as they dashed down
the main straet, and every man let fly with his reYolYer.
At last Yista City had got a "move on."
Men came ru hing out of stores and salo m3 attracted
by the racket and hots, but it was only t,) rusb in ag1in
when they saw what had struck the town.
Windows went down, doors were locked and barred, and
lights went out all along the line.
Nobody knew just who the raid of these renegades was
aimed at, and nobody seemed to care, so long as they escaped themselves.

CHAPTER XV.
HOT WORK AT UNCLE JOE'S .

Charley perceived that he had n ot one instant to lose
if h~ wished to save Carrie Clermont from her fate.
He dashed into the store, which Kid Carter had already declared~ to him he would not attempt to defend if
it came to a fight, a:nd rushed through the side door and
up the stairs, calling the girl's name aloud.
There was no answer. Dashing into the room where
Carrie had received him, Charley found it va.cant.
So was the one behind it.
"Come ! Come !" he shouted, running from room to
room.
A woman screaming attracted him to one in the rear.
It proved to be occupicu by the old housekeeper.
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When Charley banged on the door, still calling Carrie,
the woman answere.cl that she was not there, and cried out
to know what the matter was.
"Stay where you are anc1 nothing will happen to you!"
·
.
shouted Charley.
He was furious for the moment.
"The girl is afraid of me and has given me the slip,"
he muttered. "Bv thunder! I wi h I'd never mussed with
her. All the sa~e, now I've got into the thing I mean
to see it through."
Reaching the store again, he saw that the band was
heading straight for it.
;, "I'll stick here ancl see if they find her," be said to
himself.
He slipped behincl the counter and waited.
•1 "If Pete Michaels is with them he'll know me, of
course," he said to himself. "As for the Navajos, they'll
think there's a new clerk tending store, that's all."
Out on the street there was now not a soul to be seen,
save the Indian banrl, which in a minute rounded up in
front of Uncle Joe's store.
Five stalwart fellows slipped from the sadrllc, the rest
of the band hastily formed ,a line, every other man facino-0
·
outward.
It was a most ingenious scheme. Thus they could defend themselves from enemies on the street or in the
store.
Charley felt sure that the tall buck who led the way up
to the counter was Reel Feather himself.
"Hey, boy, say! 1Vberc boss?" he demanded in that
guttural tone which no one but a true Indian can well assume.
"Gone to Santa Fe," replied Charley, calmly enough.
Tbe buck held his rifle carelessly; Charley's revolver was
under the counter ready for business if worse come to
wor t.
"How ! How !" cried the buck. "You no feller what
here before all time, no?"
"Who said I was?" replied Charley. "What do you
want?"
"Mc want to see Uncle Joe."
"I tell you he isn't here."
"Den me want to see him gal. Me got something to
say."
"She isn't here, either .. "
"How ! How !"
"I tell you she isn't here, either.''
"Must be here! Must see. Me find her!"
Thus saying, three of the masked men planted themselves directly in fro.n t of Charley, resting their rifles on
the counter, while the speaker and one other started for
the door which led to the stairs.
Charley let them go without raising a word of objecltion.
If they could find the girl, then it was more than he
could do. It would be time enough to attempt to clcfend
l;arrie when she appeared.
''Gimme tobHrk !" growled one of the Indians at the
~ountcr as soon as the others had started up the stairs.
Charley then took down the box and pushed it toward
thel!l.
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As the. bucks stood there stuffing their pockets with the
tobacco plugs he was wondering what the next move was
to be.
He was soon to know, for in a moment the two came
running downstairs.
cc--\Vhere she?" shouted the tall buck, aiming his rifle at
Charlcv's head. "Where Carrie?"
"Sh~'s gone, I tell you!" replied Charley.
"You lie ! I shoot you you no tell !"
"I can't tell vou what I don't know!" cried Charley.
"If you want anything out of this store help yourselves, I
don't care. I don't know anything abqut the girl."
To invite a lot of renegade I avajos to help themselves
means business every time.
Down went the rifle and two of the Indians before the
counter jnmped over it and began pulling the goods about,
passing them to the others.
They helped themselves to hams, bacon, boots, shoes,
blnnkcts, bolts of cloth, and all sorts of other things! carrying their loads out to their friends and returnmg for
more.
Charley edged hi~ way toward the back door.
All at once, at a moment when all backs were turned,
Charley opened the door and slyly slipped out.
No one heedecl him.
He ran through the shallow yard behind the store,
opened a gate and slipped through to the street beyond,
satisfied that Carrie had been afr~id to trust him and had
taken herself off for reasons which she best knew.
"Thunder ' Whose work is this?" he gasped, as he
stepped under the cottonwood tree.
The rerl mare had v~rnishcd, the stable horse still remained where it bad been tied.
Near by lay Kid Carter dead with a bullet-hole in his
forehead.
"Whose work is this?'' gasped Charley. "By thunder,
whoever clid this dirty deed shall pay for it, and that's
what!"
rrhe words were scarcely uttered than a horrible yelling
was heard in the yard behind him.
The Indians were coming.
He could hear the voice of the big buck he took fo r Red
Feather shouting:
"Get clat hoy! -:\fo want dat boy!"
Quick as a wink Charley loosened the horse and, throwsprang upon his back.
ing off the sid~-sacld
The Indians were swarming out of the gate by this time
and, a shower of_ shots followed him as he went dashing
away.
A little ahead was a high picket fence enclosing a small
corral, in which Uncle J oc Pike was accustomed to keep
the rattle he tock in trade.
As Charley approached the encl of this fence two mounted men suddenly rode around the corner.
"Tom Leathers at last!" cried Charley, and even as he
r;;poke a badly-aimed bullet whizzed past his head.
It was Long Tom and McCarthy, and both sober enough
to grasp the situation.
"iYliat in thun·der ! Boss! What's all this?" cried the
long cowboy.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
HYMN SAVED A DRUNKARD .
Seven years ago an intoxicated man, after tottering
along Teaneck Road, fin ally fell on the lawn of Justice
Henry T. Griggs, of Ridgefield Park, N. J., and would
have slept there but for a stream of water that was turned
on him. Justice Griggs helped to sober the drunkard,
gave him something to eat and then listened to his story
of how liquor had ruined him. During the recital a
young woman in the justice's home began playing the
hymn, "The Beautiful I sle of Somewhere." The wanderer
was overcome by the music and left the house showing
deep emotion.
The other day an auto stopped in front of J usticc
Griggs' home and a well-dressed man alighted and asked
for the justice. He recalled the incident of seven years
ago, spoke of the hymn, and said that he had then and
there made up his mind to reform. He said he went to a
mission in Harlem, where he was helped and later suc·
ceeded in business.
"That little girl's hymn did it," said the caller, who refused to give his name.

BIG RA WSERS.
After laborious attempts to tow the Thessaloniki inf<
port the Greek liner Patris arrived her.e and her captain reported that three heavy steel hawsers hacl parted durin/!
the effort to save the disabled ship. The lines that parte<'
were 4½-inch hawsers, which means that a strain or
thirty-one tons, or 62,000 ' pounds, had been exerted Lefon
the break.
In general towing and lighter ship work a 3-inch steel
hawser is the usual line used. This consists of six steel
wire strands tightly wound on a central strand of hemp
which is soaked in oil, giving a certain pliability. This
sort of hawser is also used by some of the steamship lines
for permanent moorings. The breaking point of the :1inch steel line is about twenty-three tons. Its cost is 29
cents a foot.
The largest of steel towing lines is the one 6 inches in
circumference, the breaking strain of which is fifh-Conr
tons, or J 08,000 pounds. Because f the weight df this
line and the difficulty of handling it the 4½-inch hawser
.
is the one mostly used for heavy towing.
In bulk the biggest hawsers used here were those on the
Hamburg-American liners Vaterland and Imperator. For
permanent moorings these great liners used 24-inch hemp
hawsers, besides smaller lines of steel wire and hemp.
ABOUT MACHINE GUNS.
Almost every dispatch from the battle fronts has something to tell about machine guns. Like the submarine,
the machine gun in its practical fonn is an American
contribution to the energy of war, although in the case of
neither of them was the idea original with the inventor.
The first machine gun that was used effectively in war

was the Gatling, named after its inventor, a native of
North Caroli na . In our CiYil War it was thoroughly
tested and, although crude in comparison with the modern
weapon, proved valuable. In the l?ranco-German war of
1870 tl1e French med a modification of it that they called
the rnitrailleuse.
The Ilotchk iss and the Gardner g1ms, improvements on
the Gatling, were also ,\ merican inventions, and we:re extensively added to the equipment of many European
1rmies. The N ordenfelt was im·ented by a Dane. 'rhe
Lewis. which is largely used in aeroplane service, is the
work of an American. So, too, is the Maxim, which many
regard as the best weapon of the sort. It is the gun used
hy the British, and it is part of the equipment of the other
European armies. A modification of it, of a heavier type,
is n.ed in naYal warfare. The guns of that kind, known
1s ·'porn-porns," flre about 300 rounds a minute o:f shells
, hat weigh a pound and a quarter each. The ordinary
rnachine guns are of the sa~e caliber as the rifle, in order
_hat the same ammunition may serve for both.

FRENCH DOGS ARE WAR HEROES.
France's war dogB have been doing remarkable work on
lie battl efields. France lia.,c; trained about twelve hundred
logs for war work acd more dog. are being "finished."
4cme ambulance dogs are famous. There is Loulou, the
·ift of the poet. Eilmunt1 Hostantl, to the French army;
,top of the Fifteenth .\rm_r Corps, ·.rbo has sa,ed scores of
ire , and Flora of the T1rr1fth Alpine Ciiasseurs, who did
· inking work for fonr days, running under a rain o:f shell.
Dogs have not yet been quoted in army orders. When they
::ire, 1 here is onr <1og that will not be forgotten-Marquis,
who, though wou nr1ccl by i-hrapncl, kept on his way to a
far-oiT deiach1r.ent anc1 arrived brea thless and panting at
his r1 rshnati011, only to liir as the cli$patch he carried was
t::iken from his neck.
"'l'hrre rlai-rns of dogs are now being usrd at the front,"
0. Bert. src-retnry of the l?rench Asso<.;iation for Training
War Dog" , said to a PariR correspondent. "They are pat,·ol d0gs, linkino- r1ogF and ambulance clogs. Th e first-class
arc always of the l'hecpdog bree<1, chiefly from Picardy or
FlanderF, and noted for their intelligence and sense of
smell. Their calm temperament, too, counts. The training of the dog for sentinel and patrol work, when he is al1vays accompanied by soldiers, is simple and speedy. When
the cl ogs selected have been sent to the front it requires only
four nights' teaching to make them fit for their work. The
chief difficulty is t0 make them learn not to bark, but only
to growl. The training of dogs for linking purposes-that
is, for keeping two bodies of soldiers in touch with one another-requires two months. The course for an ambulance
dog is nearly a year. The ambulance dog, unlike the patrol or linking dog, must be taught t'b bark so as to give
notice to the battlefield searchers when he has found a
wounded man."
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RIP OF · THE

APS

• -OR-

THE GHOSTS OF GROGG Y HARBOR
By DICK ELLISON

f

I

(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XVIII (continued)
In the excitement of the moment no one had given
him a thought.
And Rip was not of the sort to stand idly by and wait
for trouble.
He had improved the opportunity to disappear, and yet
it was no doings of his own.
Rip had his plan formed the minute the excitement began in the vault.
"If I hang back I 'll get a chance to light out of this,"
he thought "Then I can freeze onto one of their boats
and stave in the other, and I'll have them where the hair
is short."
So Rip was waiting his chance to sneak back along the
secret passage.
It never came.
When Ben gave in and the customhouse men swarmed
into the storeroom, Rip hung back, and he was just about
to make a move when the door on the right-hand side of
the vault was softly opened, and a hand clutched him by
the collar, and with one quick jerk pulled him inside.
Rip swung around to find himself facing a large man
with gray hair and weather-beaten face.
Behind him stood Retta, and seated at a table was Mr.
Venable. trembling with nervousness.
"Don't hurt him, father! Don't hurt him!" breathed
Retta. "He has been very good to me."
"No one is going to hurt him," replied the man. "Do
you suppose I would do such a thing after the kindness
he has shown you, child? Rip, do you know who I am?"
"I don't know how I should, seeing that I never saw you
before," -replied Ilip. "But I can guess that you are Captain Roslyn.''
"Right."
"Oh, Rip, I thought he was in London," exclaimed Retta. "I did not tel1 :vou a lie."
"I hope you han'n 't told him where the diamonds are,
that's all?'' thought Rip.
"That's all right," lie said aloud. "I'm no worse oil:
here than I was with those fellows outside."
"Better, Rip; better,'' rnicl Mr. Venable. "It's all right
1 now.
Captain Roslyn is my friend. He-he'll help us
to escape from the island. He has a boat over on the
other side.''
"That's right," mid the captain. "Much obliged to you,
boy, for trying to ~ave my diamonds. Retta has told me
all about it. You'll get your reward."

"Bad luck!" thought Rip. "He's a smuggler, too, of
course, and so is old Venable. There's no such thing as
getting rid of this gang."
"It ,nls my father who took me away from you, Rip,"
said Retta hurriedly. "I can't tell you how surprised I
was. He caught Mr. Venable, too, and now he has got
you, and--"
"Enough, Retta," broke in the captain. "Look here,
Rip, you know this harbor, and I don't. Your services are
wanted to pull us out to the sand-spit. Ben-that humpback out there-won't be in the way of interfering with
us for a while. What's this about that gang who captured
him? Are they the customhouse men?"
"'fhat's what they are, or rather were," replied Rip.
"Do you say so? What do you mean by were?"
"They have mutinied, captain."
"The deuce ! Th en Captain Bowser isn't in it?"
"Captain Bowser and the engineer :.ire prisoners on the
cutter, so they say."
"Well, well ! • Then it is just the time for our operations. We ran get the diamonds, capture the cutter, and
be oil: while these fellows are fooling away their time here
on the island. Venable, it's up to you. You will go with
us, of course?"
"I suppose I shall have to, captain," was the reply. "But
I am an old man, and all this is telling on me."
"I should say so ! Hard lines to be hung by the thumbs
by one's own friends."
"It was Patten's death that did it. He kept them in
order, and when he was drowned it was every man fo r him~
self. You see, as I explained, captain, I got word from
our confederate in the customhouse that some one on the
other side had betrayed you, and that your shipment of
diamonds on the Corsican Brothers was known. Our signal was the imprint of a black hand. That meant 'all is
known .' I got it and sent it right down here, and--"
"Yes, yes; ~-ou told me all that before," broke in Captain
Roslyn. "We mustn't stop here to talk. Those fellows
may come prowling in at any moment. Now is our time
to act, Mr. Venable. They hung you up to make you tell
where you kept your diamonds, because they knew a shipment was landed here only night before last-is not that
the truth?"
"Well, yes," admitted Mr. Venable, reluctantly. "Are
you sure that door is bolted, captain?"
"Yes, yes. Keep your voice down and they can't hea.r.
Ben won't dare to tell."
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"I don't feel so rnre of him."
will lay the ofrl man down here, Rip. We waut to make
",Yell, I clo. Go on. You and Patten were the only sure that we are noi. being followed, boy."'
ones who knew this hiding-place. I am speaking of the
They had passed through to the cellar of the old fadory
man you knew ns ~o. 3, Rip."
and Mr. Venable was laid upon the damp ground .
"We were the only ones," said Mr. Venable.
"I an1 'afraid l is drad," said Retta, who seemed to be
"'11 hcn ta1~c me into your confidence, and we will be off. \'ery ncnous. "Oh, father, do be careful. We don't wan~
What value in diamonds have you in the hiding-place lo get into trouble through all this."
now?"
"Trust me, Retta. Don't you fret, child.
"There is about $50,000 'worth," said Mr. Venable, come out right in the end. Rip, just listen at the passag
nervously. "Captain, you won't betray me? Remember, I there while I listen to this old smuggler's heart. If he
know you only by correspondence."
has croaked it is no fault of mine. I didn't send hi
"Trust me, my dear fellow! Be quick! They ~re get- here."
ting noisy. If that gang swoops down upon us all is lost."
Rip listened, but could not hear a sound.
"Come," said Mr. Venable. "I'll get the diamonds.
"Close the door," said Captain Roslyn. "It shoul
Give me your nrm, Rip. Oh, I feel so nervous I-oh, lam fasten with a spr ing on this side. Ah, yes, I see it.
dying! Help!"
boy. Now we are all ri ght. Just put a nail in that, Rip
Before Rip could get to him Mr. Venable threw up his so the e fellows can't get through. One at the top, one a
hands and sank to the floor .
•
the bottom, and one in the middle, if you please. Three
"Confound the luck I He has croaked, and there is · nails, all told. Have patience, Retta. We shall soon be
$50,000 gone!" breathed Captain Roslyn.
out of this. There is no real danger, my dear girl."
''Where is that young Rip?" Joe Wynn's voice called
Captain Roslyn produced a hammer with a queer foldout on the other side of the door.
ing handle which he straightened out as he reached it over
to Rip, giving him at the same time the three nails with
wruch Rip secured the secret door.
When he looked around again there was Mr. Venable
sitting up, supported. by Retta, looking very white and
CHAPTER XIX.
nervous, to be sure, but there was still that same air of determination about his face that it always wore.
THE ESCAPE FROM THE ISLAND.
"We are in the factory cellar," he said, looking around.
"How did I come here?"
"He is not dead, captain. He has only fainted. Help
"We brought you here, Mr. Venable," Captain Rosl,y n
me to get him up?" exclaimed Rip, bending over Mr. replied.
Venable
"Did I faint away?"
"What's this door? Where does it lead to?" bawled
"YOU did."
Campbell's voice from the vault. "Is there any chance
"I seem to be losing my grip."
that Rip went this way?"
"Ye8, and no wonder, con idering all you have passed
"We must get out of this if possible," whispered Cap- through in the
last few hours. Do you feel hetter, now?"
tain Roslyn. "Retta, open that door behind you. Rip,
"Much better, thank you. Have you such a thing as a
take hold of his feet. I'll manage his shoulders. Now, drop o-f whisky?
It would strengthen me a lot."
then, boy, be spry iI you wish to save trouble, for it is all
"Yes. I have my flask, which I always carry, and it is
around ns to-night."
at your service."
There was something commanding about Captain RosMr. Y enable was able to get upon his feet unassisted
lyn's way of doing business that was simply irresistible.
after taking his drink.
Hip soon fonncl himself carrying Mr. Venable by the
"1Vha.t L to be clone, Captain Roslyn?" he asker1 . "I
legs, ,rith the captain managing his head and shoulders,
hate to abandon all the valuable stuff here at Groggy
and Uettn going forward with the dark-lantern.
Harbor. It is worth thousands of dollars, and--"
Their way was by an underground passage running
"And you can do nothing about it at present so far as
parallel with the one by which Ike Campbell and the rest
I can see. Your partner Patten is dead, and he was the
had come through from the old fish-oil factory.
"This," said Captain Roslyn, "is certainly a great ar- head and front of this whole b1isiness, and the only one
rangement. H one passage is · cut off the smugglers still who held these smugglers in check. Just think of it!
They hu11g you by the thumbs to make you tell where the
ha ve this menns of retreat."
goods
were hidclell. Now come these crooked revenue men
·'This oltl roost seems ·to be full of secrets," said Rip.
"It has been one thing after another eYer since I started down upon you. '!'here is danger on both sid~s. 'l'he very
out on this ba iness. For my part, I would like to see the best thing we can do is to get away from Groggy Harbo~
as qnickly a possible, and make tracks out of the neigh
end of it, if there is going to be any end."
''Patien<'c."' said Captain Roslyn encouragingly. "There borhood as fast as ~team can take us."
"But the diamonds on the sand -spit!" cried Mr. Venable.
is a whole lot about tl1is business that you don't know yet."
"And you seem to know it all, and yet you say you were "Do you forget those, man?"
"I do not; but I am speaking entirely on your account.
ncrer here before.''
I
am
willing to abandon them in order to save you."
''There arc more ways of killing a cat than by choking
it to dcatl1 with cl1eese," chuckled Captain Iloslyn. "We
(To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
John St. John, Jr., a boy of ten yellrS, living on the star when it fast became visible. For a long peTioc1 of
Cedar Point road, north of Curtice, Ohio, caught a purjl- years, it appears, a German obsener employed this method
of estimating the height of shooting stars. From careful
white muskrat with pink eyes recently while hunting.
observations of no less than 102 meteors he found that the
The Crocker land expedition, under Donald B. MacMil- mean height, at which shooting stars first become visible is
lan, is spending another winter in the Arctic. The steamer eighty-on; miles. The mean height of the point at which
"George B. Cluett," which went North last autumn to they disappear -is about fifty-nine miles, and the average
bring the explorers back, is 'icebound in. North Star Bay, length of their visible path forty-five miles.
about 120 miles from the expedition's base at Etah, GreenAs a result of the war, the United States ha s entered
land. Letters received by way of Copenhagen reported
into
a new industry, namely, the manufacture of quarfa
all J1ands well and preparing for a renewed campaign of
glass.
Heretpfore this product has been manufactured
explorations during the winter and spring.
in Germany and imported into this country in large quantities, despite the high tariff. Curiously enough, the glass
The sight of nearly 16,000 bushels of ear corn piled on has always been made from a
peculiar kind of sand which
the ground awaiting shipment in a small country town is
is found only in Nebraska. Thonsands of tons of this
somewhat unusunl, bnt this is what one beholds on a side
sand in the past have been shipped to German glass facstreet nea-r the eleYator in Agenda, Kan. The condition
tories and returned to the United States in the form of
is caused by the car shortage, from which this and other
finished glassware, such as crucibles, test tubes, retorts and
towns are suffering. Notwithstanding this, farmers con- other similar articles employed
in chemical laboratories.
tinue to haul in load after load-there being times when So great was the demand for
quartz glass in this country
the ~treets are blocked with corn wagons and teams waiting that previous to the war it was
found advisable and even
their turn to get on the scales.
profitable to mine the sand in Nebraska, transport it in
bulk to Atlantic seaports and across the ocean to GerThe U .S.S. Oregon, which, until Dec. 1, had been on many and, after the glassware had been manufactured, to .
duty at ihe San Francisco Exposition, and since that return it in the finished form to American markets. The
time has been at San Diego, has been ordered turned over advantages ::teeming from the new industry are too obto the Naval Miliiia of California. Orders have been vious to be mentioned.
issued transferring the marine detachment of that vessel
to the marine barracks, San Diego, Cal., and it will reHarry Davis, a fourteen-year-old boy, had a fierce fight
main there as a separate organization. It has been desig- with a young Rocky Mountain bald eagle on Puerto Suello
nated as the 20th Company and will be trained as the Hill, East San Rafael, Cal. The boy was · out hunting
signal rompany of the expeditionary force on the West squirrels with a party of boys, and while walking along a
coast.
rocky point he noticed three large birds engaged in a fierce
battle. He finally ascertained that two of the birds were
Japan's naval programme as outlined before the Diet on chicken hawks and the large bird was an eagle. After the
Jan . 8 hy Vice-Admiral Kato, Minister of the Navy, pro- eagle had finally beat his adversaries until they retired
vides for eight superdreadnoughts within the next three from the field, the exhausted bird alighted on a rock near
years. It is also planned to construct four battle cmisers the young nimrod. A shot from his rifle wouill1ed the
and this number will be doubled if the finances of the bird and it flew to the top of a large pi.ne tree. In his
country will permit. The auxiliary fleet will be greatly excitement Davis scrambled up the tree in search of his
increased. Since the beginning of the war four battle prize. At a point fifty feet from the ground the young
cruisers have been finished and four superdreadnoughts hunter attacked the wounded eagle with a small branch of
nearlv finish ed. The Fuso has had her trial mns. The a tree, The eagle resented the attack and made vicious
Gam~shiro is to be launched shortly, and the Hyuga and lunges at him. With one stroke of its claw it almost t0re
I se are to follow within a few months. The general belief the boy's coat from his back. But young Davis was game
is that Admiral Kato has only made public a part of the and fought the bird at the risk of his own life. The bird
plans.
succeeded in getting below the boy and thus holding him
prisoner in his lofty perch. Finally ,ouc of his boy comMeteors, or shooti11g stars, are small solid bodies that panions carried his gun to within reaching distance, with
fall through space, become incandescent in the atmosphere the result that a well-directed bullet settled the question
o{ the earth, and usually disappear in the form of gas or of supremacy between the eagle and the young hunter.
dust. If two observers stationed several miles apart see The boy, who escaped with a few bruises, brought the eagle
the same ~hooting star and note the point in the sky where to San Rafael, where it was m~asured and found to reach
it appeared they can construct a hypotheti cal triangle, five feet six: inches from tip to tip. Thi is the first eagle
the apex of which is the point of appearance of the meteor, that has been seen or killed in this vicinity for many
and thus obtain the a,Pproximate height of the shooting years.
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· td We ;;:::;t:!..t Weel?-~ 'y
Michael Tuholski, a steel mill puddler from Cleveland,
Wt
i
Ohio, aged 22 years, was rejected at the United States
___________ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·Marine Corps recruiting station, in Pittsbtrgh, Pa., as
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Frank Tousey, Pubrisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.

"too big and husky" for the Marine Corps. Tuholski
measured 6 feet 5 inches in bis stocking feet and weighed
257 pounds without clothing. The medical examiner pronounced him a perfect physical specimen, but the maximum height for marines is 73 inches and no giants or
pygmies arc wanted in the Marine Corps, according to
Sergeant Michael De Boo, who is in charge of the local
recruiting tation for sea soldiers. The giant recruit, who
says he is no white hope, and has no desire to meet Jess
Y{illarcl or Frank Uoran, will resume puddling in the
mills, he told De Boo when the latter rejected him.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

GOOH CURREN 1l 1 :NEWS Altrl'ICLE8

Freddie-What's the difference between being sick and
an
inv:1.licl? Cobwigger-An invalid, my boy, is one who
While watching Robert Hine cut holes in the ice on
makes
those around him sick.
P ewaukee Lake, Wis., Carl Zinn, o:E Milwaukee, who, with
friends, was spending the clay at the Zinn summer home,
"You say he is a financial wreck. ' Then why is it that
jerked a handkerchief from his pocket. A pocketbook conhe
appears so happy?" "Well, I guess his credit)s so poor
taining $150 rn bills and other valuable papers, which
that
he can't eYen borrow trouble."
,
were in the pocket, fell into the hole.
,

Nozc,-I Bee they've revi,ed the rumor that General

It is sometimes found incomcnient to carry a flask. Kit0.he~er is to be ~anied . Henpeck-That wouldn't be
This _,vil l hereafter b~ unnecessary, thanks to a ~-a.ris~an surprising. It's natural for him to want to know somechem1st, who has d1sco,ered a process for solidifymg thing about every form of warfare.
iquors such as brandy, whisky, etc., and converting them. into tabl ets. You can thus eat your stimulants-or disA Gotham fue was lately reported to be caused by the
solve them at pleasure.
"spontaneous eombmtion of sausages." Of all bad stories
of fires this is probably one of the wurst.
Since the acquisition of Alaska by the "Gnitecl States
"So you think your country will be lost?" "I haven't
the waters in and contiguous to the Territory have yielded
fishery products having a first value of more than a quar- quite made up my mind," answered the J5:ing of Corea,
t er of a billion dollars. Far exceeding all the other prod- "whether it is going to be lost, strayed or stolen."
ucts in importance are the salmon, after which come the
"Stand up, McNutty," said the police magistrate. "Are
fur seal, the sea otter, the hali.but and the cod.
_you guilty or not guilty?" "Faith, an' mesilf as can't tell
thot till Oi hear th' evidence," replied McN utty.
I n large manufacturing establishments buttons on shoes
and on garments are no longer sewecl on by band. The
Cholly Churnpleigh-Ko; the woman I marry must be
work is done by a machine capable of sewing fifty-three of fine intellect. Miss Caustique-I should think you'd
hundred buttons on garments in nine hours. 'l'bis is rather hn.ve a wife who would think you a great man.
equal to the work of about eight expert sewers. A boy or
girl can nm the machine.
Friend-Yovr new heavy villain seems adapted to the
role . Theatrical Manager-Yes. He can pronounce the
word
"revenge" with fourteen r's, and look it with thirty.
Interesting experiments that have been made with bullets pointed at both ends seem to indicate that that is the
"Willie," sairl his mother on her return from a shopping
r eal form of projectile, so far as the bullet itself is concerned, says an article in Outing for February. The diffi- expedition, "I told: you if you were good while I was out,
culty lies in the changes which this form would necessitate you might have a piece of candy, and now I find you've
in the structure of the cartridge. The present flat-ended taken all there was in the box." "Yes, mamma," replied
bullet drags air after it in the same way that a chopped-off. Willie, "but you've -no idea how very good I've bee1 ' ."
barge drags water, and this cannot fail to have an upsett ing tendency which can only be off.set by an excessive
An instructor in one of the colored schools in Mobile
spin. The present bullet also travels light end first, which asked her pupils one day who Nero was. A little darky
is contrary to the physical laws governing stability. It held up his hand. "Do you, Arthur, know who Nero was?"
will be interesting to see whether the present demand for "Yessnm, he's the one we sing about in our Sundaythe very best thing possible in ammunition will not lead school." "What is the song like?" "Nero, my Goel, t o
to some practical ad.option of a bullet tapered at both ends. Thee."
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said, for it was \Tith the utmost difficulty that I refrained
from ,,hooting him.
The knife fell to the ground.
By Paul Brnduon
Still cov-ering him with the pistol, my first impulse was
,
to arrest him and tie his hands.
Tlie great disgrace of Naples was the pest of beggary.
But I knew that he might, by some lucky chance, turn
Among the crowd of beggars which were watching for the tables upon me while I was thus engaged.
our party every time we emerged .from the doors of the
Besi.cles, I remembered my companion lay in a fainting
Hotel de Russe, I had especially observed one fellow, whose conditiojp. on the ground, where she had sunk in terror at
contracted limb involved the n~essity of a crutch, though
•
the scene which was occurring so near to her.
otherwis~ he hobbled about with great dexterity.
As I had identified· the rascal, I thought it would be
It was a bright, pleasant day which we had selected for easy to have him arrested if desirable on our return to the
our first visit to Pompeii, that greatest curiosity in Italy, cih'.
and, perhaps, in the entire world.
All these thoughts passed through my brain with the
We dashed off in our open vehicle. On we sped toward rapidity of lightning, and so, having made up my mind,
P ompeii through the streets of Portici, of Resina-a mod- I suddenly shouted in his ears:
eim town built on the surface of buried Herculaneum-of
"Now run for your life, or I'll fire !"
T orre del Annunziata, until at length we reached the gates
The man looked down at the knife, and at the crutch,
of the city.
which also lay upon the ground, as though he would seize
We wandered four hours among the exhumed houses and them if he dared to do so, and then started and ran down
streets. We had separated flccidentally from our party-a one of the lanes which intersected the broader street where
lady friend and myself-and had lost oursehes in the lone- we stood, and I w:S left alone with my former companion.
ly labyrinths of the strangely interesting place, when sudAfter partly reassuring her, we started off to find the
denly my companion said, pointing to an approaching rest of our party, who were not discovered until we reached
figure:
the entrance gate, and where they had been for some time
"Here is a modern Yisitor to vary the scene."
a\Vaiting our appearance.
"Ay, but who would have thou,_. t to see a beggar here
To the military guard at the gate I related my adven~
in these lonely streets? And, as I live," continued I, "one ture, and was informed that t"l:_3 was the second time durwhom I have met before. It is one of the well-known ing that month that a simila-i' "ccuITence had taken place,
street beggars whom we see daily. Don't you remember and that I had been more fortunate than the party in the
the chap with the crutch?"
othel' instance, as a robbery was at that time consummated,
"A lira, for charity's sake, signor," he aid, as he hob- donbtleos by this same rascal.
bled closer toward us, at the same time looking furtiYely
"Lea re i.he knife and crutch with us," said the officer.
in all directions.
"They may lead to the discovery of the fellow ."
0.f course our adYenture served as a subject for conversa"What brings you here?" I asked, b:v no means liking
the expression npon his countenance. "I have seen you tion on the drive back to Naples, but was quite forgotten
thereafter in our busy life of sight-seeing.
too often already in town."
One pleasant morning, however, we were honored by a
"Only a lira," he continued, managing to get almost becall from an individual who wore the civil uniform of a
tween the lady and myself.
At the same moment, dropping hi s crntch and assuming Government ofrlcer, and were told that our presence would
an upright postme, he drew a long knife suddenl:v from be req11ired at the courthouse on the moITow, as well as
his breast and, raising it in a threatening manner, de- that of our lady· friend who had witnessed the assault comU}ilted in the street of the exhumed city.
manded:
Here was trouble at once; the lady refused flatly to go to
"Quick! Yonr watch and purse, or I strike!"
court, ancl "make a spectacle of herself."
The ]adv shrank back and hid her face.
But how to avoid it? That was the question.
But I knew the clangers besetting traYelers in the en Her brother, who was of our party, soon solved the matvirons of Naph, too "'ell not to have taken reasonable
precautions for· self-protection, and instantly drawing a ter, took his sister on board the steamer, and sailed that
small revolver from my pocket I cocked it and aimed at his evening for Leghorn, whence he took rail to Rome, where
"·e agreed to meet each other within a week or ten days.
head.
It was only anticipating their proposed departure by
"You scoundrel!" I exclaimed, "if you so much as move
twenty-four hours.
about
a finger, I'll blow your brains out "here you stand."
both in France and Italy, is a tedious and exJustice,
The fellow trembled visibly, while his eye~ rested on the
when a foreigner brings a suit for any purprocess,
pensive
muzzl e of the revolrer.
"Drop that knife-drop it instantly,., I exclaimed, "or I pose, but when the agents of the Government take the matter in hand, and conduct it on their own account, there
fire !"
is a most commendable celerity of action.
"Oh, signor. I diu but jest."
In this instance the Government were especially aroused
"Quick.'' I repeated, "or your life is forfeited.''
The man hesitated for one instant, glanced ,a bout him to and in earnest, owing to the boldness of the robberies latesee what possible means of escape there might he, then into ly committed in and about the city, whereby nati9nal inj11Y face, where he must have seen that I meant what I terference had been provoked, on the part of more than one
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Government whose citizens had been plundered special po~tmarks are used in the cities supporting the

foreign
and in some instances imprisoned by banditti, and held for
ransom in he:ivy sum until they were satisfied, while the
culprits eluded all efforts of the authoritic to discover and
punish t~em.
. I sat in the courtroom, conversing with t he very intelligent officer who had conducted me hither, and from whom
I learned that the disguised begg~r, who had so often att racted my attention in front of the Hotel de R sse, had
been discovered to be one of a very dangerous gang, to
whose charge many robberies wer~ traced.
It appeared tha.t the plan of actipn was for him to assume the chara.ct.er of a street beggar, and to hang about
, t he principal hotels where strangers were to be met, and
by various means to learn of their proposed excursions,
t hus to plan their robbery by meeting them outside the city
limits.
He had undoubtedly known of our proposed visit to
P ompeii, and had watched our party until, as is almost
sure to be the case, some one or more should stroll away
from the rest, and thus become an easy victim to an armed
and desperate man .
"We have him hard and fast, however, this time," continued the official, as he described the fellow's mode of
operating.
H e walked to the open window overlooking the jailyard 'while he spoke, and beckoned to me.
"There comes our prisor,er, followed by those two musketeers. Do you recogn ize t'1c man who attacked you?" he
asked .
"Perfectly. I should know him in almost any disguise," said I, at the same moment observing a singular
commotion in the ya.rel .
T he prisoner's hand were bound by a rope, when, suddenly, by an almost rnperhuman exertion of strength, he
wrenched them apart, and, seeing the yard gate open,
dashed through it into the . treet beyond .
The two guards ran to the entrance; both aimed and
fi red at the fleeing culprit, who clroppecl first on· his knees.
and then at full length upon the grouncl; both shots had
taken effect in vital parts.
The official an2 my5elf hastened into the street, but before we reached the body the bravo had ceased to breathe.

foir. In Europe, special war postmarks add to the interest
of coll ectors. There arc the war cancellations and censor
mark on the envelopes, and also some very unusual military markings.
Amo11g the more unusual postmarks of the presentclay are the aerial, "narnl vessels'' and advertising marks.
All of these are of special design .
Postmark <:ollecting ha& been able to boast of a few devotees almost since stamps were first issued in 1842, but
only reccntlv has. it become established on a basis that
co1;ld induc; serious collectors to take it up. A national
postmark collectors' ociety was recently formed, and the
number of its members has been steadily increasing.
When collecting a. postmark the gatherer cuts the stamp
and postmark out of the envelope so that he has a rectangular lip of- paper.
The sizes of the clippings are not standard and vary
often accorcling to the position and design of the postmark. 8ome collectors file their "finds" in an ordinary
indexed file, ,rhile others put them in blank books, albums
or on loose sheets of paper.
As to obliternted and effaced numbers and letters on
postmarks, these are u. ually in the middle or fourth line
in both the wavy and straight lines of United States postmarlrn. The}' designate the number of the canceling machine. ·wheTe there i~ only one machine in an office, no
numbers 1uc used. Sometimes the numbers on postmarks
represeut a certain employee using the machine, and so
act as a sort of clicck and as a means toward tracing t he
cmelope.
Ra·,·e vou ever noticed a letter on the second line from
the bott om? This denotes whether the envelope was picked
np from a regular mail box or was dropped in the main
office. 'l'hr former is marked C and the iatter with a D.
Other lcttcr8 found on postmarks designate the sources
from \l'hiC'lt the postal employees first receive the envelope.
Th err- ,He po tnrnrks stamped by hand, and special postmark.. 011 r"gistcrecl mail ancl parcels post packages.
Fforoltl P. Piser, of Brooklyn, is one of the experts on
postmark~, and he ra11 classify and explain any sort of
postmark from any sort of place. It has been a fa~rinatinrr
stnrh· to pile up all this knowledge about an art that is s~
little exploited. JI you 1rnnt to be a si'amp expert you
hare rn:111y books jo go by and yon can ask th e ach-ice of
innurnc1 able collector.. In postmark collecting, however,
POSTMARK COLLEC'l'IXG.
mu,t map out your way for yourself and blaze an enyou
there
that
so
stamps,
collect
boys
ten
Nine out of every
is no especial distinction in entertaining that hobby. How tirely new trail.
many, on the other hand, do you suppose, are collectors
The t'ycamore in both tl1e nati,·e and Oriental forms is
of postmarks? Probably not one in a thousand. If von
save up postmarks you are doing something original- being urged for Rtreet planting by the State College oi
Forestry at Syracuse. .Few trees will thrive as doe the
something out of the way .
Postmark collecting is as interesting as stamp gather- sycamore nnrler adverse soil conditions and where the air
ing, and every whit as difficult. There is no money in the is fill ed continually with coal smoke. The Oriental yeahobby except on rare occasions when a persistent collertor more is better suited for general street planting than the
wishes to obtain rare postmarks thirty, forty and fifty natiYe sycamore. The native sycamore has the drawback
of shedding its bark more.or less, especially as it reaches
year s old, even if he must buy them .
The best way to start a collection of postmarks is to considerable age. The Oriental sycamore is especially suitask friends for their old envelopes. In so doing many du- ed to wide streets, and is almost a rapid in growth as
plicat es will soon come int o the possession of the owner, the Carolina poplar, but, unlike the poplar, it has a clean
and he may exchange t hem with other collectors of his ac- habit of growth, is longer lived, and holds its leaves later
quaintance. When expositions and world's fairs are held, in the autumn.
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n\en cw immediately return to their work ,after the necessar:r mcclic-al precaution l1as been cxerriEcd . \'\'hen it is recalled that injuries at first no more Eerious than a slight
.craich may lead to the amputation oE a limb or even
death. the reason why 1,300 or more toilers Yi,,it tl10 dispensary of the .Bethlehem Sicel Plant cYery 1rcek is at once
Beginning Jan. 1, 1916, Denmark has introduced the
apparent.
twenty-four-ho~r system of computing time. In other
worcls, 1 p.m. 1s to be termed 13 o'clock and so on until
One of thr most gratifying bits of information to be
m_id~ight, which will 1-Je 24 hours. 'l'l~is system, 'which
ehmrnatcs all doubt as to whether a given' hour refers encountered in the Navv Year Book is the fact that
to day or night time, has already been introduced in va- Vi,664 out of the 52,561 ~Jen on board the ve3sels of the
11av~· were born in the Continc11tal Unitecl St:ites. Of Lhe
riou European countries.
remaind er 1,900 were born in 0 1 tr overseas pos essi0ns.
This lisposes effectually of the gibe hearcl repeatedly in
To best handle the enormous traffic which is now beinopast years-and even in recent months-in Continental
moved over its lines the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
countrie that the United States naYy is made up of forhas pl~c~d an order for approximately $4,000,000 worth
eigners. There may have been some cause for criticism
of additional equipment for early delive·r y. The contract
in the olcl clays, bnt now the best bone and sinew of the rn1calls for the purchase of 3,000 steel l1opper cars. Of this
tive population have flocked to the ro·c·::;'lci::, :rnd no fleet in
number an order for 2,000 cars will go to the Cambria
the world is manned by better or _more homogeneou maSteel Company and 1,000 to the American Oar and Founterial than ours.
drjUY Company. 'l'he new order will bring the total number of cars purchased during the last fow months up to
Berlin has started a new indu try . Old, stainerl playapproximately 10,000 cars.
' in g cards, all those slightly soiled which have onlv been
It is r eported that the Departm ent of Agriculture is once or twice in use, are collected from hotels, elnb~ and
experimenting with wire grass as a source of supply foi· a hundred otber establishments in Germany, Austria,
pulp for mnking paper, in place of poplar or liriodendron. Hungary, Switzerland and are cleaned ancl made as fresh
This variety of grass grows on the Pacific Coast in western ns uew. They are carefully rubbed u·ith benzine on both
:Mexico, ::ind pos~cs. es the very desirable property of tough- sitlcs, and then, after drying. placed in presses where they
ne s aml can be recluccc1 Ly i.hC' Roda process. It is stated arc rendered perfectly flat again. 'TheY are then sprinkled
tha_L paper n~anufnct_ured from tl,c , toC'k has proved as orer with powdered whiteleacl and placed in a warm press,
satisfactory, m physJcal to ts, as a first-grade machine- where they receive the finish and shine lost in the fingers
fi11i,d1ecl printing paper. Jn appearance and in feeling~the of the players. They then find their way into another
paper_ pr~duc~cl is satisfactory. lfmrcver, the experiments pref:e, where the eclges are carefully cut. Before being
have rncl1catcd that more bleaching powclC'r is required in put on the market they undergo, each card separately, a
careful revision to see that they are all "as good as new."
the bleachinrr process than in the case of poplar siock.
All the copper miues of the Anaconda Oopper Company
~ere forced to s1rnpcnd ,opcrntions the other night by the
mtcn~e cold. The ore was frozen in the bins and cars
'
and it was impossible to transport it to the smelters.

Many e'.1ihlc flowers, it a<ppears, are to be found i,i In- I . Xot until his six-year-old g_randson took him in charge
dia. One of the mo,t appreciated o-rows 011 a tree about d 111 Peter ~ran.klm M:cOnbbrn, of Virginia, eighty-two
whi ch we hare Yer} little information, but wbieh in thr Y_:ar~ ohl,1 _ ncle on a railroad t~·ain. He passed through
country 1t,elf JR nnmed tlie "mhowacl." The uatives con- h.amas City the other day with the grandson, Morris
sume an enormous number of these flower., who e pale ~ illiamson,. on the way to Salt Lake City, where he will
yellow corollff' are pulpy ancl thick, and prepare them in 1:ve _mth his daught~r, Morris' .mother. At the Union
vai·iom; wavR. "\Yl1en the_v arc fresh thc:v are put in cakes, 8lation Mr. McCu_bbm showed a keen interest in things
t~ which ll:cv giro n_ s1--ect fiarnr, but they arc more espe- ~rolll~cl h,1rn a'.1d said he had enjoyed !1is 1.rip a g~·eat d~al.
c-iall~- n,ed for rnakrng bread after they have been dric<l It "a:m,! becau_se I ~va~ afraid of trams that I didn't nde
ancl reel m·erl to flour. By allowing them to ferment an on them, he s~1d. . I Just n~ver had occasion to go anyagreca hle ,rine is procluced. and by distillino· them a where T rouldn t dnve. I raised a family of eight chil'.lren, ancl, although they all insisted, I never we~t to see
brandy is ohlainerl of which the Jiinclns are YCr~ fond .
,lll) of them. They usually came home once a year and
$aYecl me the trouble. My wife traveled considerably
Even the smnllcst f:Cratch on the hand sends a Bethle- consi<lering, arnl one of my daughters has been to Europe:
hem StC'C'l Plant rmplo:vce to the dispensary. There is but I always got_ along fine on the fai;:n. When I got tired
no clcbahnr whether this or- that hurt is sufficient to there I would b1ich up and drive to Pittsville and if the
make 1hc lab rer stop ,rnrk-it i compulsory that tbc comer~Rhon there didn't suit me I would d; ive over t.o
dodo;·s do the deciLling. ?.Iorc than 90 out of every 100 Eldredge, twenty miles away."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
SPECIAL MOYIE SHOWS FOR CHILDREN.
Orrin G. Cocks, 'ecrebry of the X ational Board of Censors, told the Sunday-school class taught by J olrn D.
Rockefeller, Jr., that special days should be set aside for
children in a11 moving picture · shows where pictures that."
would not be injurious to their growing u;iinds could be
shown. The meeting was held in the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church.
"Parents have been criminal in their negligence in failing to see the tremendous effect of motion pictures on the
mind of a child," said Mr. Cocks. "It has been too easy
t o hand out five cents, ancl the child has suffered. My
work for the next few moriths will be to stir up parents
and children's societies against the indi criminate attendance of children at moving picture shows.
"The only solution is that certain pictures be shown
t o children at certain times, and that they be prohibited
from attending the ordinary hows for adults. Moving
picture exhibitors are willing to make and exhibit films
for children when there is a demand."

said that R1.1ssia had just drdted 5,000,000 men for war
service and had 9,000,P00 more in reserve ready to be
called up. The doctor said he went to Russia at the beginning of the war to offer his services and was attached lo
the Forty-second Regiment of the Sixth. Army and took
part in the retreat from Warsaw.
"Ke started with 45,000 officers and men and only
3,500 survived the march. All the rest were either killed,
wounded or captured," he said. "With the 5,000,000
troops recen-ely drafted Russia has put altogether 9,000,000
men into the field and has an equal number of good troops
in reserve. She is receiving plenty of ammunition from
England, Franre, United States and Japan."
"Russia is g~iting :1. supply of big guns from Japan, and
the irony of it is that she is sending to Moscow over the
11 rans- ibcrian Railway the Krupp guns that were originally shipped from Hamburg to Japan. The outlook for
Russia was bette1: when I left Petrograd than it has been
during the war."
He said he was attached to the big military hospital at
;Kiev, which,.was equipped with 600 beds and had treated
6,000_wounded men in ten months. After spending a mouth
WON HIS OWN CASE.
with his family in Washington, Dr. Newton will return
A few years ~go an engineer on a Canadian railroad was to the War Office in Petrograd for orders.
tried for killing several passengers as a result of a rearend collision between his engine and a passenger train
ahead. His defense was simply that the weather was 40
GIA~'r SUB1'.!ARINES FAVORED.
degrees below zero, a 40-mile wind ,ras blowing, the seSeagoing subrp:arines of 2,000 tons di placement probably
verity of which was greatly increased by the speed of his soon will be sought for the American
navy as a result of
train and it was a human impossibility to withstand the lessons learned
by Xavy Department experts from the war
cold long enough to get even a glimpse ahead from the and recent
maneuvers of the Atlantic fleet. It is possible
open window. The other windows were so incrnsted with that the first
five snbmarines included in the Administraice that they might as well have b~en solid walls for all tion;s five-year building programme will
approach this size,
that could be seen through them.
although the estimates submitted were based on boats of
The engineer won his own case on the strength of his the 1,300-fon class.
testimony, but as a result of the case a mask was inYented
In contrast to this development of a t:vpe of giant subwhich eliminates the discomforts of looking forward in mersible, narnl officers are iuclined to believe
that the sobitter col<l weather and gives the engin eer a clear and un- called coast-defense boats will be standardized
at about 400
obstructed vision, without even glass intenening. The re- tons tlisplacerncnt, The name ~houltl be, it is asserted, harsult is secured by deflecting the air currents ,1ownward as bor defense rather than coast defense craft,
as it has been
t hey enter the mask, and by forming a suction or draft demon tratccl that the sphere of action
of these boats is
at the bottom all air is drawn away from the engineer's limited to 100 miles or less off-shore.
face. So perfect are the results secured that a match held
Twenty-five smaller submarines are included in the Adat the back of t he shield burns steiidily. The space be- ministration programme for this year, at an estimated cost
t ween the deflecting partitions at the top and those at the of between $600,000 and $700,000 each. The estimate
bottom of the mask is open and it is through this space would provide for vessels of 600 to 700 tons
displacement.
t hat the engineer secures a clear view of the track ahead.
Increasing foe size of the fleet of submarines and decreasThe device is being generally adopted by OanadiaJ;t rail- ing that of the smaller boats can be accomplished,
it is
r oads as a safety measure and for the greater comfort of pointed out, without altering the total
,expenditures protheir enginemen.
posed.
Some officers, it is said, believe the smaller submarines
RUSSIA HAS DRAFTED 5,000,000 ::\fORE MEX.
should be abandoned, but others believe it has been shown
Dr. Phillip Newton, of 1\Tashington, D. 0., who re- that there arc two distinct fields of activity for submarines
t urned the other day on the Baltic wearing the uniform which should he recognized. In shallow waters off the
of a brigadier-general in the Russian army and the Cross coast, it is contended, the big boats would be almost useof St. Anne, which was bestowl)d upon hi:qi 'oy the Czar, less because of their draught.
·

TAKE NOTICE!
Itch l:'owder, Bombs and Cachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.
GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornamental a.1 well a.a uaeMade or highly nickeled
bro.ea. It holds just One Dollar. When filled It opon1 ltoel!. Remains locked un tll
relllled. Cnn be ueed aa a
'!V&tohcha.rm. Money refundPrice,
ed ll not aa.tlsfled.
10c. by mall.
tul.

GREENBACKS

P!tok ot ,1,000 stage BIils i0c; a packs, 25c, Bend
tor a. pnok and slrnw the boy, what a WA.D you oarry.
C. A. NICHOLS, JR., Bex 90, Chill, N, Y.

S 3_G.

llforces at General Francisco Villa. These
'bills make ftne souvenirs of the Mexican
Revolution, roo, U ta, t!0 and t20 bill•
,'25 cents each oral! &for!!Oo. Bel!lngfaat.
· • STAR CO. Dept.M. OHIOAGO,ILL.

H. F. L4NG, 1816 Centre St., B'klyn, N. T.

THE JNB: BLOT JOKER.
Fpol Your Frlen•
-The greatest no\t el•
ty of the age! Have
a joke which make•
I au g b.
everybody
More

fun

than

any

that
other novelty
has been shown In yeara. Place It on a desk,
tablecloth, 01 any piece ot furrtl\ure, as ohown
In the above cut, neat" some valuable papers.
or on fine wear/"Jg at,pa,:el. Watch the ralUltl Oh, Gee! Price, i5c. each, postpaid.
\>OL1!'1'' .NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th SL, N . Y.

THE FRIGHTFUL RATTLESNAKE\
To a.II appea.ra.nce It 11 a
harmless piece ot .coiled
paper with a mou th-

~

~
'C

~

· - _. -_

:11~•!

~~eoc; p~~~,~~"ltt~
m o u t h, a.nd blowing
Into the tube, an l!nlta-

feet in length 1prlng1 t';,"~ ~~a~~e ~~le ftk~w;
!lash or lightning, producing a whistling, t!utterlng 1ound tha.t would !righten a wild Indian. We guarantee our rattlesnake not to
bite, but would not advise you to play the
joke on timid women or delicate children.
:£a.ch enake packed In a box. Price, toe_.; I
tor 25c., malled postpaid,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., !9 W . %6th !It., N , Y

~e[?iMM.9c~~Y... ~,Qd~

SURPRISE MOViNG-P ICTURE MACHINE.
It consists of a email nickeled
metal tube, 4¼ lnchea long, with
a Jens eye -view, which show•
a pretty ballet glrl or any other
scene. Hand It to a friend who
will be deli g hted with the first
pl'cture, tell him to turn the
acrew on the side of the jnstru•
ment, to change the views, when
a stream or water squirts In hfa
face, much to his surprise. The
Instrument can be ret\lled with
water in an instant, and one
filling will eufflce for four or
flve victims.
Price, SOc. each by mall, poatpo.id; 4 for fl.GO.
IL F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

Funnle1t Cardi
10 0 Ch a p Ii
I ft oatl .u showing

Cards 10G

?o:~·c~::~~1

foofr/it"a~
~ia~!~!c{&"fi'tg 1!u";t~h'Wet~ln"J'
Clown Jolta

cv

lln Cards and ttie new Chaplin
Book for 10 ccnta, STAB CO., OlUCAGO

~

Chaplin Outfit 10c
Chas.
False Mustache, Im.Gold Shell Tooth, Volca
6ii~l\!101!
' ft~r'l'i~'6:,!'~~J:~~~~~~~1~k
Stage ~oney and Cala!og ot 1000 Trio ks,
ouzzles etc. THIS ENTIRE OUTFIT sent
· postpaid for TEN CENTS. Funforayear.
.

STAR C o , e CLINTON CHICAGO

WE WANT YOU
TO REA.D

"Movin l Pie. ure Stories ''

A Wee~ly Magazine devoted ta Photnplays and Pfayers

••

Absoluter, the fl11est lltHe ~1tbllcatlen an tltt oews-studs-

_... PRl()f_; 5 0 ENTS A COPY -..
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THl,RTY-TWO PM!lft
FINE HAl.f'-TONII ffRONTl8PUtOU
Get a copy of this weeldy ma«azlne enod • ~

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely muatrated "1th -line ba-K-tiow..t u1a11>ta tile
plays.
"l
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actreaeil.
Special Articles rE!lating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorl..ttm bl the ftlm bul!hlea
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with Ute P h o ~
Scenario Hints and the names of all the co1npauies \Vho may buy tile plays you writi9.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and e~·ery bright feature calculated to interest both :,eung atld e>ld.
GET A COPY NOW from your uewsdealer, or seb.d us 1$ cents bl moue, or po&tap-mmpa,. ...,,.....,._..,,,,,.
·
you the latest number issued

''MOVINC PICTURE STORl·ES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York

.Oto ANDYOUNG KING BRADY,DETEcr1vEs.
FRANK- TOUSEY, PUBLISt\ER. l u WEST UD STRUT,- NEW YORK

No. 892.

NEW YORK, FEBRUARY 26, 1916.

Price 6 Cents.

JW[ !~iIDJi~-'lMI~~~ 11~mu
a~, THE MYSTERIOUS CASE IN SOCIETY.

. &,f;ltl# ~,#f?E/ 7ff.
AND OrHeff. Sro1r1e8

-LATEST ISSUES658
659
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66-1
665
666
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670
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672
673
674
675
676
677

678
679
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Young Wild West's Grit: or, The Ghost of Guantlet Guieb
Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Double Wedding at Weston
Young Wild West's Great Scheme: or. The Building of a Railroad
Young Wild West and the Train Robbers· or, The Hunt for tu,•
Stolen Treasure.
'
Young Wild West on ~ns ~lettle: or, Four Against Twenty.
Young Wild West 's Ranch; or, The Renegades of Riley's Run
Young Wild West on the Trail; or, Outwittl:ig the Redskins
Young Wild West's Bargain; or, A Red Man With a White Heart
Y,oung Wild West's Vacation; or, A Lively Time at Roaring Ranch
Young Wild West on His Muscle,; or, Fighting With Nature'•
Weapons.
Young Wild West's Mistake: or. Losing a Hundred Thousand.
Youug Wild West in Deadwood; or, The Terror of Taper Top.
Young Wild West's Close Call; or, The Raiders of Rawhide Ridge.
Young Wild West Trapped; or, The Xet That Would Not Hold
Him .
Young Wild West's E lection : or. A Mayor at Twenty.
Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves ; or, Breaking up &
"Bad Gang.''
Youug Wild West's Mascot: or, The Dog That Wanted a Master
Young Wild West's Ch all enge; or. A Combination Hard to Beat
Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen : or Rounding np thP
Cattle Rope,rs.
Young Wild West's Pony Express; or. Getting the Mall Through
on Time.
Young \\lid West on the Big Divide: or, The Raid ot' the
Renegades.
·
Young Wild West's ~1illlon In Gold: or. The Boss Boy of Boulder.
Young \Yild West Running the Gauntlet : or. The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
Young Wild West and the Cowboys: or. A Hot Time on the
Prairie.

682 Young Wild West's Rough Ride rs; or , The Rosebud of t h e
Rockies.
683 Young Wild West's Dash for Life; or, A Ride That Saved Town.
684 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out: or. 'l'be Battle for a Silver
Mine.
685 Young Wild West and the Charmed Arrow; or, · The White Lily
·~r the Kiowas.
686 Young Wild West's Great Round Up; or, Corrallng the Ranch
Raiders.
687 Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers: or, Trailing a Bandit King.
688 Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively Time on
Mountain and Plain.
689 Young Wild West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the Mexican
Coiners.
690 Young Wild West and Sitting Bull ; or, Saving a Troop of Cavalry .
691 Young Wild West and the Texas Trailers: or. Roping in the Hors,,
Thieves.
692 Young Wild West's Whirlwind Riders: or, Chasing the Border

a

Thugs.

. 693 Young Wild West and the Danites: or. Arietta ·s Great Pe ril.694 Young Wild West in the Shadow of Death : or, Saved by a H,·'1
Man's Bullet.
695 Young Wild West and the Arizona Boomers: or, The "Bad ~1en "
of Bullet Bar.
696 Young Wild West After the Claim-Jumper s : or, Taming a •.rough
Town.
,
697 Young Wild West ·and the Prair ie Pearl ; or, The Mystery of No
Man's Ranch.
698 Young Wild West on a Crooked Trail: or, Lost on the Alkali
Desert.
699 Young Wild West and the Broken Bowie; or, The Outlaws of
Yellow l!'ork.
700 Young Wild West's Running Fight: or, Trapping the Reds a· cl
Ren egades.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any add ress on receipt of price, scents per copy, In money or postage stamps. o,·

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT .ANY 'BA.CK NUM'BERS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from th is office direct. Write out and
fl.II in your Order and send it to us with the price of the week lies you want an d we will send 1hem to you by return mail
P OST AGE ST AMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 1. · N APOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
DREA1\I BOOK.-Contatn1ng the great oracle
o! human destiny; also the true meaning ot
a.tn1 ost any kind of dreams, together with
charms, ceremonies, and curious ga mes ot
card s .
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
book or magic and card tricks, containing lull
instruction o n al l the leading card tricks ot
the day, also the most popular magical lllu•
ale,ns as per formed by our leading magicians;
every boy should obtain a copy ot this book.
No. 3.
HOW TO J<'LffiT.-The arta and
wtles o! flirtati on are fully explained by this
little book.
Besides the v arious methods ot
handkerchief, fan. glove, parasol , window and
bat flirtation, it co ntains a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4.
HOW TO DANCE ls the title of
this little book. It contains rul1 instructions
In the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and full
directions tor calling otr tn all popular square
dances.
:So. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE .-A cornplete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be o bserved, with many curious and interestlng things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOlllE AN ATHLETE.
-Givi ng full instruction for the use of dumbbells. Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bars and va rious other metheds ot developing
a good. healthy muscle: containing ever sixty
Illustrations.
No. 7. HOW TO ){EEP BIROS.-Hand•omely 11lu s trated and contain ing Cull tnstructi on s for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blac kbird, parooquet, par:-ot, etc.
No. !l. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy.
Every inte lllgent boy rea.dinr; this beok of instructions can
master: the art. and create any amount of tun
for himself a nd friends.
It ts the greatest
book ever published.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art ot selfde fen se made easy.
Containing over thirty
Illustrations of guards. blows, and the differ ent positions ot a good boxer.
Every boy
should obtain one o! th ese useful and instru c tlve books. as It will teach you how to box
without an instructor.
No. 11. HOW '.1'0 WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A most complete Uttle book, co ntaining full
directions tor writing love-letters, and when
to use them, giving specimen letters for
young and old.
No. 12. HOW T O WRI TE LETTERS TO
L ADIES.-Glvtng complete lnst:ructlons for
w riting letters to ladies on all subjects ; also
letters ot introduction, notes and req u ests.
No. 13. HO\ V T O DO IT; OR, B OOK OF

168 West 23d St., New York.

For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent t o &ny address on r eceipt ot

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

N e. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of the moa1
instructive books on cooking ever p u blis h ed
It contain s recipes f or cookin g m eats, fis h ,
game, and oysters ; also p ies, pudd ings, cake•
and all k inds of pastry, and a grand collectton of r ecipes.
No. 31. H OW T O BEC OJIIE A SPEAKER.
--Containing fourteen illustrations, giving t he
different positions req u isite to becom e a g ood
speaker, reader and e l ocutionist. Also cont ainlng gems from all t he popular aut h or s ot
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A B ICYCLE.Containing instructions fo r beginners, choice
ot a machine, hints on training, etc. A com•
ple!e book. Full of practical illustrations.
No. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAJIIES.-A complete and usetul little book , containing the
rul es and regulations of b illiards. bagatelle,
bac.kgammon, c roquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
-Containing a11 the leading conundrums 0 f
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches a n d
witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO B ECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing use•
tul and practical information in t h e treatment
ot ordinary diseases and ailments common t o
every family. Abounding tn useful and etrective recip es for ge n eral complaints.
No. 39. HO W TO RAISE DOGS POULTR Y
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A usefu l and In ~
structlve book.
Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 40. HOW TO l\lAKE AND SET TRAPS
-Including hints on how to catch moles'
weasels. otter, rats. squ irrels and birds. Als~
how to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
No. 41. T H E BOYS OF NEW YORI{ END
MEN'S ~OKE BOOK.-Contain ing a great vartety of t h e latest jokes used by the most
famous end men.
No amateur minstrel s la
complete without this wonderful little book
No. 42.
THE B OYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAKER.-Containing a varied as sortment ot stump speeches, Negro Dutch an d
Irish . Also end men's Jokes. Ju~t the thin g
for home amusement an d amateur shows.
No. 43. HOW TO B
E A MAGICIAN
-Conta ining the grande
tmen t ot mag:
teal illusions eve r place
re th e pu blic.
Also tricks with cards. In
tfons, etc.
N o . 44. HOW TO W RITE IN AN AL
B Oll.-A grand collection pt A lbum Verse;
•ultab le for any ti me and occasion ; emb r acIng Lines of Love, Atrectlon, Sentiment rtu.J
mo'I:", Respect, and Condo lence; .:.~do Verse t
Suitable for Va lentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llllN• \
STREL GUIDE AND J OKE B OOK.~ s omething new and very Jnstructtve. Every b o
Bhould obtain this b ook, as It contains t uly
instru ctions to
1 I
11
strel troupe.
r organ z n g a n amateu r m inprice, 10 cts. per copy, ur 3 tor 25 ct s .. in money or postage s t amps, by

E TIQUETTE.- I t is a great life secret, a n d
one that every youn C' man del!lires to know a ll
about. There's hap piness in 1t.
N e. 14. H OW TO KA.KE CANDY.-A complete h a nd-book t or mak ing all kinds of
ca n dy, lee-cream, syrups. essen ces, etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO B ECOM E BEAU'l'IFUL.
-One or the brightest and most valuable
little books ever give n to the world. Every body wishes to know how to become beautttul, both male and female.
The secret ts
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A compl ete compendium ot
games, sports, card diversions, comic recltatlons, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawingroom ente rtainment.
It contains more for
the money than a ny book published.
No n. HOW T O HUNT AND FISH.-The
most complete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. It contains full instructions about
guns, hunting dogs, traJ1 s, trapping and fishtng, together with description ot game and
n.sh.
No. 22. HOW T O DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second sight explained by his former
asshttant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the stage : also giving all the codes and signals.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN OREAi\IS.This little book gives the explanation to all
kinds e t dreams, together wtth lucky and
unlucky days.
No. H . HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GJ<;NTLEMEN.-Containlng f ull dir e,·uons ror
writing to gentlemen on all subj ects.
No. 25. HO, V TO BECOlllE A GYlllNAST.Containing full instru ctions for all kinds ot
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor
W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full instructions
are given In this little book, together with instru ct lons on swimming and riding, companion
sports to boating.
No. 27 . HOW TO RECI TE AND BOOK OF
RECITA'l'IONS.--Containing the most popula r
s elections in use, comprising Dutch dialec~
French d1a1ect, Yankee and Irish dialect
pieces. together with many standard readings.
No. 28. HOW • TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone is desirous of knowing what his
future life will bring forth, whethe1• happiness
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
by a glance at this little book. Buy one and
be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
-Every boy should know how inventions orig·
inated . This book explains them all, giving
examples in elec tricity, hydraulics. magnet Ism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.

168 West 23d St., New Yorlr.

